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FOREWORD 

In this issue of the LOG, I would like to draw your attention to the following 
extract from a recent article in the Colonist. 

"It's ironic that the professional military men of 
the western world, renowned since the battle of 
Balaclava for being among those humans who 
are least adaptable, must now become the most 
open-minded members of our society if western 
democracy, perhaps civilization, is to survive. 

Instead of being prepared for the last war, our 
defence experts must learn to prepare for the kind 
of war a couple of generations ahead; and in 
military language, a "generation" among weap
ons may mean only three to five years. " 

The role of the armed forces has changed considerably in the last century, 
and although I don't subscribe to the journalist's suggestion that, in the 
past, military men have been the "least adaptable" of human beings, I do 
feel that correct emphasis has been placed on the demand for open-minded
ness. There was once a relatively simple time when the only purpose of 
having an armed force was to be able to go out and beat up one's neighbor; 
and if there was no battling going on, the men went back to the farm. But, 
as the cost of wars continues to grow, it has become highly desirable to try 
to prevent them. This prevention is mainly the task of the diplomat, but it 
is the Services which, by being clearly ready and able to fight, give the 
diplomats some cards to play with. Even in the event of failure of negotia
tions, from which violence results, it is the fighting capabilities of the Services 
which gain the diplomats a seat at the bargaining table. 

Now we have entered upon a new stage. A major role of the Canadian 
Forces, in addition to those referred to, has been that of stopping small 
wars before they grow into big ones. This can be a very difficult job, for, 
as anyone who has tried to stop a fistfight knows, the combatants can be
come quite irritated by this outside interference, and both sides are not above 
trying to land a haymaker on the peacemaker. 

It is clear that the Nation's military commitments to her allies and to the 
United Nations call for adaptable officers of high intelligence who will be 
"the most open-minded members of our society". This open-mindedness 
refers not only to the ability to appreciate the technical aspects of the job 
as it relates to the rapid introduction of new "generation" of weapons; 
the officer must also acquire those additional intellectual disciplines which 
will enable him to combine the skills of the diplomat and strategist with 
those of the engineer or scientist. Therefore, it is not at all daring of me to 
predict that you will find greatly increasing fields of interest and challenge 
as you continue in your profession, and I wish you every success. 

Captain RCN 
Commandant 
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SjSGT RICHARDSON - The LOG this year 
pays special tribute to the man who will 
long be remembered by the cadets. His per
sonal bearing was an example to the Cadet 
Wing. We wish him greater success in his 
latest promotion and his career. 
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LCdr L. Davis, C. D. 
Supply Officer 

Chaplain H.l\·J. McGettigan 
(RC) 

Capl. J. R.S. Ryley 
#4 Squadron Commander 
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SEPTEMBER 
2 

5 
12 

15 

16 

OCTOBER 
14 

18 

31 
26-27 

NOVEMBER 
16 
20 

DECEMBER 
6-13 
13 
14 
15 
16 

JANUARY 
6 
19 

THE COLLEGE YEAR 

Calendar of Events 1963-64 

Cadet Officers arrive at the 
College 
Arrival of New Entry Cadets 
Senior Term arrives at Col
lege 
Interflight Tabloid Sports 
Meet 
Classes Begin 

Interflight Track and Field 
Meet 
Recruit's Obstacle Race fol
lowed by a Mess Dinner with 
the Cadet Wing and Staff 
Halloween Dance 
Stand Down Weekend 

Hibbard Trophy Game 
Nelles Trophy - Invitational 
Cross Country run 

Christmas Exams 
Christmas Dinner 
Christmas Ball 
Carol Service 
Christmas Leave Com
mences 

Beginning of Classes 
Visit by Air Vice Marshal 
C.H. Greenway, O.B.E., C.D. 

FEBRUARY 
1-2 

9 

15 
23 

26 
27-29 

MARCH 
6 
14 

20 

APRIL 
8 
10 
16-28 

24 

MAY 
2-12 

3-11 
25 
28 
29 

30 

Canservcol's Tournament at 
R.M.C. 
Visit by Commodore A.G. 
Boulton D.S.C., C.D. 
S!. Valentine's Dance 
Visit by Major-General H .M. 
Rockingham C.B., C.B.E., 
D.S.O., C.D. 
Boxing Finals 
Stand Down Weekend 

Cadet Mess Dinner 
Visit of teams from U. S.A. F. 
Academy Dance 
Interflight Swim Meet 
Cadet Mess Dinner 

Regatta 
Second Year Classes End 
Second Year Final Examina
tions 
First Year Classes end 

First Year Final Examina
tions 
Operation Northbound VI 
Dine out the Senior Term 
Parent's Day 
Graduation Parade 
Graduation Ball 
College Year Ends 



7083 Wyand, A.B. 
Halifax, N.S. 

CA(R) - R.C. l. C. 
Engineering Physics 

Tony, belter known as Mr. Right·Dress Wyand, hails from England. fleing 
the term's academic whiz, his assistance has often been sought by the rest 
of us. He was appointed Cadet Wing Adjutant for the First Slate and CS L 
of 2 Squadron for the Second Slate. Some people just don't like carrying 
rifles, I guess. 

Sailing has been one of Tony's main interests around the College, as well 
as hunting trips up·island. 

Another of the Lethbridge admiration society, Tony will probably never 
let the Air Force cadets hear the end of it. 

With his constant drive and determination, Tony is certain to reach the 
upper echelons of the well equipped Canadian Army. His appointment as 
ewe for the Slate of Honour is a deserving one, and we wish him con
tinued success. 

9 



7017 Leitch, J.M. 
Brantford, Ont. 

7064 Skinner, D.J. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

CA(R) - RCA 
General Science 

Dave, or as most people know him, Skins, was a permanent member of 
the non-rifle club, serving on all three slates of Cadet Officers; O/CWC for 
the First and Honour Slate and CWCforthe Second Slate. Skins is a very 
ardent Army cadet, although he returned from the "intro" tour with a 
slightly different outl ook on the value of the first summer training. 

Always a driver on the sports field (except maybe in the pool), Dave 
played on the hockey team after giving up rugger because of a bad knee. 
He did last for the Hibbard Trophy game and Seattle trip, for some 
strange reason. 

On the social level, Dave, plus guitar, were always a hit at parties, and 
lured the "Jeune Filles", especially from SI. Margarets. 

Another of his outstanding abilities is the drawing of graphs (glasses 
removed vs questions asked). 

RCAF - Navigator 
General Science 

Jim has spent two extremely successful years at Roads. During his first 
year, he was known for his ability to keep out of trouble. However, Jim's 
first year was not without any charges, for he too was trapped in the 
famous "G" class slaughter. For the first two slates, Jim has received 
three and four bars respectively and CWA for the Slate of Honour. As 
Captain of the basketball team, he is the high scorer and a lso the ch ief 
play maker. Being a subset of the set of shot-down air cadets, Jim will 
spend his next few summers in training as an armourer, so he hopes. 
Good luck, Jim. 

6972 Campbell, B. H. 
Calgary, Alta. 

CA(R) RCAC 
Honours Science 

Brian, or .. B H " . as he is known to his term mates, is one of the most 
outstanding cadets in Fraser Flight. From the day of his arrival at Royal 
Hoads, he has been one of the driving forces behind the Flight in all 
activities. In sports, "BH" is one of the few cadets playing on two repre
sentative teams, namely hockey and soccer. He is also proficient in inter
night sports such as volleyball, basketball, and water polo. In the military 
field, his course this year has been one of constant promotions. Starting 
off the year as a senior cadet on "0" party, "BH" became a Flight 
Leader on the Second Slate and a Squadron Leader for the Slate of 
110110ur. As a four-bar man, he cuts quite an impressive (if somewhat 
diminutive) figure; however, he has taken over from Perry as "Tar.lan" 
for obvious reasons. Good luck Chump. 



7007 J ones, J . T.O. 
Markham, Ont. 

RCN 
General Science 

Terry, the little man with the big smile, is from ;\Iarkham, Ontario. As 
a .Junior he managed to frustrate his seniors because he never could 
"wipe it off". It must have helped, because he started the First Slate as 
a CSL, became DCWC for the Second Slate, and CSL for the Slate of 
Honour. 

Terry drove the body in sports and was the Captain of the 2nd 15. 

Before coming to Roads, he grew a big, black beard and for sixteen 
months roamed through Europe and the 1I.Iiddie East, and he even reached 
India. 

With his leadership potential and top marks, Terry is bound to be a suc
cess wherever he goes. 

7036 Needra, P. 
Sudbury, Ont. 

CA(R) - RCIC 
Chemical Engineering 

Pete was a marked man from the moment he arrived at Roads, and sure 
enough he topped the First Slate of Cadet Officers as CWC and became 
Cadet Squadron Leader of Three Squadron on the Slate of Honour. Pete's 
home is Sudbury, Ontario, and he is looking forward to his summer 
training at the R-C.S. of I. at Camp Borden, since he will be near his 
home town. 

7065 Spinney, K.E. 
Gimsby, Ont. 

Pete was a leading member of the First XV until he was forced to retire 
with a broken leg in theseason. Fortunately, Pete was able to play hockey 
before the season ended, and he did more than his share for the team. 
Pete always displayed zeal and determination in all his undertakings, 
including academics. It looks like he is going to be a success not only as 
an infantry officer, but also as a chemical engineer. Pete's big ambition 
now is to be accepted into the famous Black Watch Regiment of Canada. 
Here's wishing him success. 

RCN 
General Science 

"Yes, its SPINNEY, not SKINNER!" has been heard often. Ken has 
many nicknames, but most of them fall within the limits of Spin to "Door
knob". 

Spin was Vancouver's Flight Leader for the First Slate and CSL 4 Squad
ron Second and Honour Slates. 

Throughout his two years at Roads, Spin has worked hard, be it at a 
party at 285, trying to get out of a 2nd XV rugger game, or trying to 
get on CSC weekend water polo team (for more than one reason) Ken 
showed his athletic ability this year on the hockey team, 2nd XV, and the 
water polo team on Canadian Services College weekend. In his Junior 
year, Spin was again on the hockey team and on the water polo team. 

Wherever Ken is, he always provides many yuks, mainly because of his 
cheerful, carefree nature. He is looking forward to R.M.C. (Grimsby -
only 250 miles) and his pilot training after graduation. 



7040 Payer, A.L. 
Calgary, Alta. 

6977 Cooper, G.W.G. 
Winnipeg, Man. 

RCAF - Tech/ AE 
Electrical Engineering 

Gerry Cooper, or "Coop" as heis known to his term-mates, comes to Roads from Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. At first Coop seemed a rather quiet Air Force Cadet. Studying, avoiding seniors, 
and playing basketball were his major activities in his junior term. He started off the begin
ning of his second year as a "one bar wonder" First Slate, then on the Second Slate of 
Cadet Officers, as the new CWA, he made everyone stand up and take notice of him, and 
again as CSA n Squadron in the Slate of Honour. Coop may always be counted on to 
drive for Fraser in all flight sports and for the College On Rep basketball. Fraser Flight, 
wishing him the best in his new position, found that unfortunately most of the time he would 
be out of their halls; however, he made up for his absence with expert basketball instruction 
for the flight team. 

CAR 
Electrical Engineering 

"Andy" came to Canada from Hungary in 1957 and has frequently shown that not only 
the Ontario boys "got what it takes". He has devoted much of his spare time to the rifle 
team; however, when rugger season came around, he proved very effective in the scrum. 

He was CSA for the Second Slate and has proved himself to be very willing and helpful in 
LaSalle Flight's "extracurricular activities". A day which he and the College will long 
remember was when A/ V/ M Greenway inspected the Wing. If it wasn't for the thick layer of 
"Kiwi" on his boots, he and the Colour Party would have carried the Ensign into the 
Lagoon. 

Rarely has Andy stood less than the top ten in academics. Thus, if he can continue to study 
Linda, English, and Economics as in the past, he is sure to become a successful Army 
Officer. 

7034 Morris, B.S. 
Toronto, Ont. 

RCAF Navigator 
Electrical Engineering 

One of the more popular cadets in the Wing, "Moe" originally a product of LaSalle flight, 
began the year as Hudson Flight CSC. All good things must come to an end, however, and 
Moe was "kicked" upstairs and out of Hudson flight, when his military keenness and high 
marks netted him CF L of LaSalle flight on the Second Slate. 

7058 Schultze, P.R. 
Edmonton, Alta. 

Barry, who acted as senior gunroom treasurer until Christmas, has since given up this 
"lucrative" position to undertake the less "rewarding" job of vice president of the Students 
Engineering Institute of Canada. Athletic-wise, the Mighty Moe's first love is his membership 
in the Mount Baker ski lodge which has, unfortunately, replaced his membership in the Hud
son Flight Elbow Bending Team. 

RCAF Tech/TEL 
General Science 

Pete was an easy going person who seemed to spend most of his time on leave; yet he 
managed to keep caught up on his work. He obtained good marks in his second year, may
be because he was an avid "Gen Sci" man from way back; but more likely because he was 
a "drive the body" person, and one who never put work aside or shirked his duties. As a 
result of his efficient efforts, he was awarded Cadet Squadron Adjutant for #4 Squadron in 
the Second Slate; a position which he held for the Slate of Honour. Pete also found time to 
be the manager for the first XV rugge, team, and one could always be sure to see him at the 
mess decks following a game. 

Another of Pete's very successful hobbies this year was logging. Though not getting much 
practise in his first year, he became an ace in his final year where he went logging almost 
every Saturday morning, making most of his business from the Cornell boarding house. 

6953 Allum, F .N. 
Sudbury, Ont. 

RCAF Pilot 
General Science 

Rick is one of the many that had their wings clipped this year because of marks. A suc
cessful First Slate of writing up circles brought him four the Second Slate, alas but briefly. 
With the toll at Christmas, he joined the multitude in General Science, and with consistent 
work won himself Cartier Flight for the Slate of Honour. 
Rick's interests are typically those of a cadet, and though Victoria interested him for awhile, 
Toronto seems to hold a greater attraction for him. As a member of the Second XV before 
Christmas, he begged off in favour of assisting with the coaching the thirds later in the 
season. Rick has worked hard for himself, the Flight, and the Wing, and we are sure he 
will meet with every success in the future. 



6981 Davis, C.R.G. 
Victoria, B. C. 

RCN 
General Science 

Gord Davis, the rugger star of Fraser Flight, and a member of the First XV, is noted for his 
bountiful spirit, accounts of wild beer drinking escapades, and "Mimi de Montreal". Gord 
throws a full measure of spirited enthusiasm in many areas, the most fascinating being 
women. Gord, Cadet Flight leader during the grinding First Slate, and also in the Slate of 
Honour, can look forward to increasing success in his military life. Another firm believer 
in the non-vegetable existence at the College, Gord can be counted on to apply his best 
efforts into any endeavour. He is often heard to say (and he is always saying something) 
"What was that, Josh? come on, you can say it", and his light-hearted air can be apprecia
ted on all occasions. A hard worker, and liberal thinker, Gord is bound to find his career 
rewarding. The best to you in the future, Gordie. 

7001 Hamilton, H.J. 
Elgin, Ont. 

CA(R) - RCE 
Civil Engineering 

All of Mackenzie Flight was deeply grieved to see Harry leave to become Champlain's First 
Slate Flight Leader. His easy-going character, combined with the fact that he was "crucified" 
regularly on Friday nights, made Harry one of the most likeable cadets in the Wing. 

6990 Findley, G. T.M. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

In sports he surprised himself when he found out he could run, and consequently became an 
important member of the cross-country team. When it came to swimming, though, Harry and 
the fish don't agree as to who is right (secretly I don't think he cares). 

The service has a good possibility of acquiring another civil engineer who will be well 
trained in the art of hedge clipping. 

RCAF 
General Science 

Exiled to Mackenzie Flight as No. 2 Squadron Adjutant at the beginning of his senior 
year, Terry was forced to step down to General Science. He, however, came back strongly 
at Christmas, and his success secured for him the position of Flight Leader for the Second 
Slate and also the Slate of Honour. Terry has quite a few remnants of his junior year; the 
most outstanding is a little white nose cast (which he still keeps under lock and key), a 
remnant of his active participation in rugger. He again was sidelined this year with nose 
trouble, but persevering he made a strong comeback. Terry was also Treasurer of the Junior 
Gunroom. 

Liked and respected by all for his friendly and keen attitude, Terry has proven to be a real 
asset to his flight. His cheerfulness is most apparent at 3 a.m. when he decides to play his 
record player full bore for the benefit of those who are studying late. 

7028 Mark, G. 
Winnipeg, Man. 

7041 Perry, R. T. Edmonton, Alta. Chemical Engineering RCAC Pilot 
Pages could be written about the ability of this hard-driving, conscientious cadet. Bob rep
resents the all-round type of cadet, excelling in academics, sports, and military life. 
In his Junior year he was one of the most determined to succeed. At times this was one of 
his short coming, as it prevented him from really enjoying his Junior year the way he 
might have. 
This year Bob was CSL of 3 Squadron for the First Slate and then got his bars back On 
the Slate of Honour as CFL of Hudson Flight. While a Supernumerary CSC, Bob was a 
member of the Colour Party. 
Sports wise he is a fierce competitor, excelling in soccer (playing in the game vs USAFA) 
volleyball, (the only Junior on the team last year) and boxing (lightweight champ last year 
and finalist this year). 
Bob is a member of the Ex-SHP club. He had a very successful summer at Centralia last 
year, and this summer is going to be at Camp Borden, taking that drive-the-mind-and-body 
course, Air Traffic Control. Bob should and will do well in the future, if the past is any 
indication. 

RCAF Navigator 
General Science 

One of the few "General Science "originals", Gerry has been a leader in both the academic 
field and on the military side. CSA of 3 Squadron on the First Slate, (lost his voice the 
first day the Recruits arrived), he was still able to keep up near the top academically, despite 
writer's cramp from the circle records. 

Gerry is a driver in all sports and when free of sprains is one of the stars on the Rep soccer 
team. 

As a result of his all round ability, he was made CFL of LaSalle Flight on the Slate of 
Honour. 



7073 Thomson, J. S. 
Calgary, Alta. 

7066 Spotswood, M. M. 
Victoria, B. C. 

RCN 
General Science 

Mel is one of the three Venturites remaining in the Graduating class, and he has adapted 
himself to the CSC drill very well, although he was quite opposed last year. Spots, as he is 
called around the College, was CSL of 4 Squadron on the First Slate, then took it easy as 
a supernumerary CSC, before becoming CFL of Vancouver Flight on the Slate of Honour. 

Mel's main interests lie in three categories: Sports, RC.N. and" 1 Girl". He is one of the 
outstanding athletes of the College, playing socce~ basketball and First XV rugger, where he 
is Captain. Spots, somehow, has managed to make almost every trip that Rep teams make 
off the Island, going to Vancouver, Seattle, and Kingston. 

Being a native of Victoria, he has been more than generous in opening up his home for 
parties, (Wow) Stand-down, and a good home-<:ooked meal to many of his term-mates. 
Now that he is Kingston bound, Mel will have to rely on Eastern hospitality and keep his 
mind off KG H. 

RCAF Pilot 
General Science 

At time of publication, this may be out of date, for it is hard to keep tabs on Jim, "the 
heart·breaker", Thomson. It's been a generally conceded fact that Jim has received some of 
the most interesting mail in the Wing, some from as far away as Switzerland. Discussions 
of Jim's fascinating social life have livened otherwise dull breakfasts Sunday morning. 

,Jim is as adept athletically as he is socially. The outstanding soccer player in the College, 
he is Captain of the Rep soccer team, and has worn the colours of the College in hockey, 
basketball, and rugger. 

A frustrated artsman, JIm changed Civy Engineering to General Science with a view to taking 
Honours History next year. Not only were Jim's marks good, but his leadership qualities 
and excellent drill put him on the Slate of Honour as weil as on the First Slate as Thomson 
Flight's CFL. 

6955 Bailey, J.A.H. 
Scarborough, Ont. 

7004 Hinton, B. R. 
Windsor, Ont. 

RCAF Navigator 
Civil Engineering 

Mackenzie Flight certainly has something to look up to when they take on Rick Hinton. 
This 6' 3" cowboy from Windsor, Ontario, migrated out to Roads without ever hearing the 
word rugger mentioned. Since then the First XV would never have been able to get so many 
lineouts as they did without him. Basketball and volleyball have also been up his ally, but 
when it Comes to swimming - well, have you ever seen rocks float? 
As a chartered member of the Rep petting team, and a noted member of the grass cutters, 
Rick had little disappointment when it came to "Chickees!" This magnetic personality seems 
to have appealed to one chick more than the others, and she has latched on to him. He 
doesn't seem to mind. Rick's biggest problem in life is the weekends. He has three solutions: 
study, pet, leave. Need we elaborate? 

CA(R) RCIC 
General Science 

John was the First Slate band master and was one of the rare buglers who could keep his 
bugle in tune. 

During his two years at Roads, he was the soccer team manager (and sometime player). 
This year he was a winger for the hockey team. 

Although he changed from Cartier to Fraser Flight this year, he was still welcome to Cartier 
Flight parties when he showed up with his record player and tape recorder. 

John, who was formerly in the militia, has shown he is a keen soldier by joining the Infantry. 

6954 Archbold, G.J. H. E. 
Victoria, B.C. 

RCN 
Electrical Engineering 

Jeff, a native of Victoria, comes to us from Victoria College. Although a resident of Victoria, 
he sometimes puzzles his term mates when they see him panicking for dates at the last 
moment. A stalwart of Cartier Flight, Arch started off this year as CFL of Cartier Flight. 

Jeff is one of the "meatballs" or sports enthusiasts of the College. His past participations in 
sports include the squash team and alternating between the First and Second XV. This year 
Arch is coach of the Third XV and Captain of the squash team, a position giving him the 
chance of frequent trips to Vancouver. 

,Jeff's past activities include moonlight boat pulling, the "Dusty boots and anti-A-se Club, 
and spending six weeks in hospital. This really broke Arch up because he missed last year's 
final exams. A keen Navy cadet, Arch is interested this year in sailing and diving, of aU 
sorts. 



6958 Barker, J. R. 
Sudbury, Ont. 

CA(R) RCAC 
Arts 

.John, or ".J. R. .. , comes to us from the wilds of Sudbury, Ontario, or, as John would call it, 
"the paradise of Sudbury". John is a member of that elite clique known under various 
misnomers such as ··the septic seven" or "Professor Burchill and the seven mental dwarfs " . 
. John is also known alfectionately by his flight-mates as the "Cadet Wing Mouth" because 
of his liking to discuss and expound his theories on various topics . 

. John's activities last year were confined to the Chess Club, academics, and as John puts it, 
"being a vegetable". This year John is active in fencing and the O.C. U. He is also one of 
the collaborators in the Nemstra articles for the" Roadent" and a Book of the Week editor 
for the same paper. John also got the Chess Club off to a good start this year. 

John, a member of Cartier Flight, is well·liked by his term mates because of his easy-to-get
along-with personality. We are sure John will succeed in his Army career and we wish him 
all the best. 

6960 Beale, T.G. 
Regina, Sask. 

RCN 
Engineering Physics 

In his first year, Tom excelled in academics. Although he was on no representative teams, 
he curled on Saturdays. 

This year Tom had to choose between the rugger team and the hockey team, and seeing he 
comes from back in Canada he chose the hockey team, for which he played centre. When 
not playing hockey, Tom could usually be found at the mess decks, which held some hidden 
attraction to him. 

This Naval cadet tried to keep upthe"girl in every port" tradition by writing letters to girls 
in Regina, Kingston, etc. 

6961 Bender, J.J. 
Gananoque, Ont. 

CA(R) RC SIGS 
General Science 

Jim, or J.J .• as he is known by most, is well known for his fine sense of humour and ability 
to carry out a perfect skylark. One of these endeavours, involving the mysterious disappear
ance of Vic College's sundial, hit the headlines across Canada as far as Toronto. For this 
and other services rendered, Jim has earned another nickname, by the cadets alter rounds, 
Hall Porter. 

On the serious side, J.J. was elected Second Term Gunroom president, in which position he 
worked especially hard to see that our interests were well looked after. Besides this office, 
.J.J. was one of the prime originators and afterwards an editor of our weekly papers, the 
"Roadent". A sport enthusiast as well, Big Jim was active in hockey and volleyball. An 
Army man clean through, he has chosen the Royal Canadian Signals as his corps. Jim is 
also proud of his hometown, Gananoque and enjoys telling people all about it, if you've 
got a few seconds ask him sometime. 

6962 Bennett, R. 
Claresholm, Alta. 

CA(R) - RCA 
General Science 

Ralph started his year off well as a section commander trying to get an obstacle built for 
"the race". Then he worked on the rifle and earned a spot on the College team. However, 
his academics overtook him and he,like many others, was forced to leave the team and work 
the books. 

6963 Bergeron, R.A. 
Cornwall, Ont. 

Always on the "weed" Ralph seems to empty packages as though he always kept an empty 
one, and all that can be done is to hope that a cancer bug doesn't hear of him. Then again 
if the bug ever heard one of his records, it would run like hell to avoid him. 

One wonders how Ralph will leave Roads without having to get a new leave card before 
then! 

CA(R) RCEME 
Electrical Engineering 

Ron. in hiS first, acquired the name I< Lairf" for obvious reasons, and it has remained with 
him ever since. He was CSC in the First Slate and was the terror of the Juniors. Very 
seldom did anyone see Ron go on leave; when it came to curves he preferred the sine and 
cosine kind. Academically he placed high in the Wing. 

However, Ron wasn't to much the studious type. He enjoyed a skylark as much as anyone 
and usually went on quite a few. Ron didn't play on any Rep teams but did participate in 
many activities, one of which is squash. Ron also enjoyed hunting and went on weekend 
hunting trips with "Stari" Richardson (a Sgt-Major type now). 

When Ron gets to R.M.C., maybe he'll become interested in girls, as he will be a lot closer 
to home. 
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6967 Braden, W. H. 
Victoria, B. C. 

6965 Bird, J. R. 
Port Arthur, Ont. 

RCAF Tech/TEL 
General Science 

Known by most as "Wazo" (pronounced IfOiseau"), Jim has managed to let everyone know 
of the "Lakehead". In his Junior year, Wazo was in RCNH for quite a while and then 
became a Sick Bay Ranger. This year he was determined to wreck his legs again and every 
now and then he did so in playing soccer. As a forward in the champ soccer team, Jim 
scored many a goal and has taken lots of bruised shins, knees, etc. 

Once an engineer, Wazo switched to General Science, not because of academics, for his marks 
were well up. It was through his academics and sportsmanship that JIm picked up the three 
bars of "squadron secretary" in the Second Slate to use his own words. 

Though one of the most athletic cadets in the Wing Wazo has had one set-back at the Col
lege, injuries, and thus he has to his credit one gold plated armband. We wish hIm better 
luck at R.M.C. 

CA(R) - RCAC 
General Science 

Bill has no specific nickname; he's been called almost everything anyhow. 

He is a top athlete and his specialty is rugger. He played for the 1st XV throughout the 
year. 
Other activities also interest Bill. He is the president of the NAC and is an active member 
of the Order of the Black Wrench. 

Another hobby Bill partakes in is the game of charades or impressionisma. He can imitate 
anything from a scared senior trying to make it to the heads safely in nines dress, to a 
female date answering a Roads cadet's ring at the door. 

Bill was a CSC in the Third Slate and did an excellent job, so he says anyway, and he 
hoped to become Honour Slate CWC. 

His humorous remarks will certainly add to the life at RMC, though not in the way he 
thinks. 

6974 Chandler, K.J. 
Cold Lake, Alta. 

6971 Burnham, L.G. 
Rosthern, Sask. 

RCAF Tech/ AE 
General Science 

Lloyd is a native of the bustling metropolis of Rosthern, Saskatchewan (West of Kamsack), 
and is a good example of a "local boy makes good" type. He took over Fraser Flight 
Leader in .January and held the post until March. He was known as a firm but frur cadet 
officer, and did a fine job. He played first string centre on the Rep hockey team, being one 
of the leading point-getters. Lloyd is in General Science, but this immense academic stumbling 
block didn 't fail to stop him from placing third in his term at Christmas. He usually manages 
to place in the top ten. Lloyd may normally be found in his cabin sitting leisurely in his 
"one chair, occasional", smoking a pipe, reading a current favourite magazine (Time, 
Newsweek, etc.), doing his homework, listening to the BeatJes, and pitting - all at the same 
time. 

RCAF Tech/ARM 
Electrical Engineer 

Ken is another staunch prairie dog from RCAF Station, Cold Lake, Alberta. He intends to 
carryon the family tradition and remain in the Alr Force, to which he is firmley dedicated. 
Ken is in Armaments Branch. Ken's main interest at Roads is keeping his marks up, 
although we know of a fairly "constant" secondary interest in the city. If not buried in his 
books while holed up in his cabin, Ken is usually found out on leave with his feminine 
friend. Known as K.J. , Ken and various other handles, regularly stands in the top one
third of his class (if he's not standing on the top one-third of your boot). He is one of the 
few cadets who gets eight page letters from a Victoria girl. Ken was a CSC Second Slate and, 
thanks to a few permacoos, hardly had a chance to ruin a parade state. Athletically, Ken 
enjoys sailing and is one of Fraser Flight's top water polo players. 

6975 Chisholm, J.E.J. 
Port Credit, Ont. 
Jamie Chisholm, a cheerful and energetic maritimer by birth, hails now from his veritable 
pulse of the nation, Toronto. A quick wit, combined with a sincere helping hand, formulate 
the most obvious traits of Fraser Flight's "Chiz" as he is commonly called. "Chiz" injects 
a spirited relaxing atmosphere into almost any situation, and displays unquestionable drive 
in both academics and sports, specifically the cross country and the inevitable pit. In the 
wee hours of the morning just before exams, Jamie, wrapped up in turtle-necks galore, plus 
limitless other paraphernalia, can be seen ploughing heavy-lidded through the annals of 
Physics 25, one of his favourite subjects (?). But as the bugler blasts his infernal call at 
0620, the books and seriousness are put aside, and the new, enlightened "Chiz" emerges, 
tired, but smiling. Unhampered by the magnitude of the task at hand, and always cheerful 
about the same, Jamie can look forward to success in becoming first a graduate of Roads, 
then R.M.C., and Soon after, an Army officer. The best of luck to you, "Chiz". 
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6979 Crowell, W . S. 
Trenton, Ont. 

RCAF/Navigator 
Chemical Engineering 

"Seymour" is one of the more popular types in Fraser FIt. - mainly because he seems to 
get all the answers to Chern. problems before anyone else. Wayne takes his academics pretty 
seriously - he drove it so much for the finals last year that he pitted for 23 solid hours on 
the night after the last exam. 
On the sports field Wayne can be found in the thick of the battle, urging a flight mate on 
with one hand and holding off an opponent with the other. The "Chief's" rep sport is pitting 
and sunbathing. During May he comes into his own and he should prove himself a true 
athlete when it comes to fighting for a spot in the sun in the "Senior Sunbathing Syndicate". 

Another Nav. gone ground crew, Seymour can be found with his fellow types bemoaning his 
clipped wings and empty wallet. But Centralia will put him on a direct line to Trenton where 
someone special waits. 

6985 Earle, J.P. 
Warwickshire, England 

RCN 
Arts 

Josh is the kind of guy who might be found anywhere doing anything at anytime. Some
times he even makes morning parades. During his first year, Josh christened "Starf" and 
brought respect to the exalted position of Duty Bugler. He came back last Autumn to in
struct the Rep fencers, led the Protestant choir and Christmas Carol Choir, and assume 
leadership of the C.O. U. Clutch Clan. He spent most of his time after Christmas in serious 
study, th at is if he wasn't pitting or looking at the pretty pictures in his Artsman's textbooks. 
Josh was well-loved in Fraser Flight halls for his magnificent taste in records, and for his 
curious accent, which at time sounded English. Josh is one of the hardest workers in the 
Wing, witnessed by the fact that hewas busy after supper on many occasions polishing brass. 

6986 Eberle, R.G.W. 
Fort San, Sask. 

RCAF Tech/ARM 
Chemical Engineering 

Bob is one of those quiet characters whose humour does not immediately become apparent. 
However, Bob does pull offsomehilariousthings, and all the Seniors will remember him one 
morning strolling into the mess, looking high and mighty and as pompous as the Shah of 
Persia, sporting FIVE BARS! At the time, none of the Seniors, when they were First Class
men, had received the big five circles and so Bob thought that it was high time this was 
done. Punishment fitting the crime, round the circle he went five times and even now, he 
proudly displays the one and only circle chit in a frame. He is also one of those "drive-the
mind" fanatics and one often sees him crashed out over his books in the small hours of the 
morning, much to the amusement of everyone. He is a lways the cause of some laughter and 
does much to add a little spa rkle to life a t Roads. 

6987 Elson, E. R. 
Calgary, Alta. 

RCAF Navigator 
Electrical Engineering 

Ron had a tough break when he was switched from pilot to navigator during his first year, 
but made the best of his misfortune at Winnipeg last summer. This year, however, he's 
had better luck as he, along with another aircrew, was switched to the technical list. 

6988 Eslary, L.A. 
Hamilton, Ont. 

Ron's voice can always be picked up in the shower room after sports, shouting, "Well, 
aren't you going to take a shower, Eslary?" Ron broke Cadet Officer'S rank as Cadet 
Orderly Officer for five days last Fall, but since then has become involved in other interests. 
The big fellow from Calgary can usually be found under a pile of books on Friday night, 
but thanks to a sweet young Victorian named Jane, is seldom seen around the College on 
Saturdays. Ron appreciates the better things in life, and with his drive is bound to achieve 
them in the shortest possible time - after grad uation. 

CA(R) RCIC 
Arts 

I·'or two years Champlain Flight has been graced with the presence of Les f~slary. In his 
.Junior year, when hewasn't arguing with "Weberlee", Les could be found pitted out, reading, 
or at the movie. This term the profiteer sets himself up in the Senior gunroom for the week
end and makes a rather small mint off the mistakes of "Big Ben", and numerous hungry 
cadets. Gunners Stores recently moved intoCabin312and we were always sure that one day 
"Starf" would get his. Les's cartoons have made the big time in the "Roadent", and his 
deadly sense of humour has made the Hoddish-Haas series a sadistic success. 

The "Yukon Kid" plans Honours Arts for R.M.C., but should he not realize his aim, he 
could always be successful in the book selling business. 



6992 Gibbons, J.G. 
Birnie, Man. 

6989 Ezack, R.J. 
Fort William, Ont. 

RCN 
Mechanical Engineering 

"Zack" has been the finger which has pointed the way to success for Champlain Flight. 
Rich, or "De Pole" as he is lovingly known, kept his nose to the grindstone in his Junior 
year and was rewarded with COOin the First Slate of this year. Much aided by his practical 
experience on the Fort William waterfront, Rich participated skilfully in all flight activities, 
and even found time out to play rep rugger for two years. 

Rich and his little jokes continually kept Champain Flight in stitches, and one could always 
easily identify him in the jostling crowd by his plaintive cry of "Youse guys is ignorant!" 

We wish you the best of luck, Zack, in your later career (which will probably terminate in 
C.V. U.!) and later linguistic triumphs. 

CA(R) RCE 
Civil Engineering 

As the yearly stage-coach west shuddered to a halt on lhe dusty main street of Birnie, Man
itoba, a dark-haired young man plucked the lasttraces of straw from his blue-jeans, gave his 
horse a farewell pat, then climbed aboard. Once under the influence of civilization, Glen 's 
hidden talents came to the fore. He played Rep rugger on the Third XV during his First 
Year, and on the First XV during his Second Year. Academically he has no trouble, placing 
high in the Wing both years. On the military side, Glen served as the Second Slate Flight 
leader of Champlain Flight, and achieved notoriety among the Junior term, being voted 
" the Flight Leader most likely to find you guilty". His hobbies? - he collects other people 's 
Beatles' records. 

6994 Godfrey, J.A. 
Lousana, Alta. 

6993 Gibson, J.S. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

RCAF Navigator 
Electrical Engineering 

Each morning about 0630 all occupants of the south wing third deck are wakened by a 
"belch" of music issuing from Cabin 316, more commonly known as the "J. Scott Gibson 
Sound Studios". Among the more valued pieces of equipment are his 18 watt Bogen am
plifier, 12" speaker and cabinet, and his electric guitar. As one would expect, Scott's ambi
tion is to be a Sound Engineer. As for sports, this Ottawa boy's main interests lie with the 
water polo team, of which he is one of the leading members, imparting !tis drive and spirit 
to the rest of the team. Besides swimming and music, Scotty also finds time to serve as Presi
dent of OC U and also Vice President of the Senior Gunroom. Being a Navigator, Scotty 
spent last summer at Winnipeg and will spend next summer at Centralia, delving farther 
into electronics and pushing himself just a little closer to his hallowed goal. 

RCAF Pilot 
Electrical Engineering 

Jim has done well in sports in both his years at Roads. In the first, he was a strong man 
on the cross-{Oountry team, while this year he served well as the First XV's hooker. 

{{Goofrey" is known for his drive in academics - in his cabin, but in class be is a foremost 
pitter, despite valiant efforts. 
Jim served as Second Slate CSC this year, while his most outstanding achievement may 
well be his high amount of leave time - well spent, too, despite his farmer's ways, which he 
proudly defends against Champlain's city boys. 

As a member of the third deck poop deck alumni, class of '63, Jim has memories of a plea
sant (by Royal Roads standards) first year, far from the searching eyes of Cullen, Cronk, 
and Crawford. 

Jim has lJeen doing quite well in academics thjs year, and we are sure that he'll. get his 
degree in Electrical Engineering, and with his athletic ability he 'll do well as a pilot, when 
his air t finally starts again. 

6996 Green, R.A. 
St. Bruno, Que. 

CA(R) RCEME 
Mechanical Engineering 

Rich or the "Cynic", as he is known among his friends, spends most of his time experiment
ing with pit and study techniques and hopes to find a happy medium between the two, but 
the former somehow always manages to win out. Rich can be found on Wednesday after
noons and Saturday mornings cutting apart opponents onthe squash courts . Since Rich does 
not take Saturday leave (he is saving for a car for the summer), he spends the afternoon 
at Gibsons's bowling alley feverishly trying to pull up his wretched average. 

Roads will be a different place next fall without his cutting tongue and dry humour, but 
R.M.C. will probably adapt itself to him in time. 



6997 Griffin, N .E.F. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

CA(R) RCIC 
Arts 

"Nige" or "Griffink" as he is more commonly known, has lived as close to the life of 
civvie U as possible this year, except on the nights when those six thousand word essays 
must be finished. That means he spends long nights in the pit and goes out every weekend, 
with an endless string of Victoria lasses. He of course maintains Arts is a drive-the-body 
course. 

In sports, Nige has dedicated his Wednesdays and Saturdays to leading the fencers in the use 
of sabre, foil, and epee. As well, he is a steady player on all the flight teams, especially 
soccer and rugger. 

Although he is the silent man in a not-so-silent flight, Nige is known for his occasional 
astute comments and his weirdly cynical sense of humour. 

,Just barely squeaking through his first year, Nige has found his element in Arts, and will 
easily graduate, if he keeps up this year's performance. As well, he should do well in the 
service, for it is well known that the Infantry have fme messes. 

6998 Guelpa, R.D. 
Victoria, B. C. 

RCN 
Electrical Engineering 

Whenever you hear a discussion praising the virtues of ROYAL ROADS and "the system", 
you can be sure that Denny is nearby defending his side of the argument. In his two years 
at Roads, Denny has established himself as: a service of inspiration and leadership, a keen 
rugby player (two years of distinguished service on the First XV), a source of names and 
telephone numbers, and, above all, an excellent host for many sedate Roads type parties. 

Among his other accomplishments, Denny is a qualified Navy scuba diver (guess who cleans 
out the swimming pool?). One of Champlain Flight's most avid supporters, both on and off 
the field, win or lose, Denny has always given his all; with this attitude, he is sure to do well 
in the Navy. 

6999 Gynn, R.J.A. 
Islington, Ont. 

RCN 
Civil Engineering 

One quiet, unassuming "nice guy" surprised the life out of his term mates when they realized 
that he was running a close second in the leave card ftlly race. It seems that something or 
someone in this fair city of Victoria has caught his eye. 

A staiwart member of the water polo and squash teams, Randy has represented the College 
on severai trips, one of which was the RM C weekend. 

We wish you the best ofluck at R. M. C. Randy, and we hope that you don't miss the Victoria 
ttatmosphere" too much. 

7000 Haas, D.A. 
Calgary, Alta. 

CA(R) RCIC 
Arts 

One of the elite (so he calls it) group of Artsmen in the College, Dave takes an active interest 
in College life. He is a valuable member of the debating society and can aiways be counted 
upon to lend a few well chosen and carefully articulated words to any discussion. His 
satirical cartoons are well known throughout the Wing. On the military side, Dave served 
on the Second Slate as CSA of 2 Squadron and did a commendable job. In athletics he 
participated in rugger for his Junior year but decided to forego this for more intellectual 
pursuits during his second year ~ such as fencing and defending the (vegetables' against 
what he terms 'the meatballs'. 

7003 Harrington, D.A. 
Regina, Sask. 

Career-wise Dave is sold on the Army, but he can't make up his mind whether to stay in 
the Infantry Corps or go into the Provost Corps. Whatever he decides to do, one thing is 
certain; Dave will always make his presence felt. 

RCAF Navigator 
Electrical Engineering 

Although Don is the smallest member of Mackenzie Flight, he is one of the biggest in pop
ularity. A budding electrical engineer who works hard at his studies, he is, nevertheless, 
no slouch at sports, as anyone who has seen him in the pool or on the judo mats will 
testify. Don is also an avid archery fan, and has spent many a Saturday morning playing 
Robin Hood around the College grounds. 

Although he spent last summer navigating around Winnipeg, he will be doing some Con
struction engineering for the Air Force this summer. 
One of the most likable people around, Don and his ever-present smile have been very much 
a part of Mackenzie Flight for the last two years, and should continue his winning ways at 
R.M.C. 



7008 Kaersvang, P. E. 
Truro, N.S. 

7005 Hoegi, E. M 
Turtleford, Sask. 

RCAF Pilot 
General Science 

Ed comes from a little town on the Saskatchewan-Alberta border, which, although small, must 
hold some charm for him because he had defended it for two years against the abuse of 
many non-western, large city cadets. Coming as he does from the prairies, Ed was quite 
naturally active in the College sponsored curling and on the Rep hockey team. Academically 
Ed can be seen in working dress carrying transits, chains, pencils, notebooks, plum-bobs, 
tapes, rules; in short he's a Civil Engineer. Probably as an Air Force pilot he plans to 
build roads back after he flies away. We are all sure that he will make a fine pilot and a 
success of his career. 

RCN 
General Science 

l'raben, originally from Denmark, came to Canada in 1956 and after a year in Ontario 
settled in Nova Scotia. He entered the Navy in 1961 through the Venture Plan and was one 
of ten Venture Cadets to transfer to Roads in 1962, of which only four have remained. The 
sport at which he most excels is water polo, having risen to Captain of the Rep team this 
year. His size and general athletic ability are one of Mackenzie Flight's chief assets on the 
sports field. l'raben is quiet and very well like in the College. At all of the numerous Mac
kenzie Flight parties he seems to have a bottle of clear water - like liquid - must be Danish 
medicine. 

7010 Kidd, R.D.A. 
Cochrane, Ont. 

7009 Kerr, A. 
Lachine, Que. 

RCN 
General Science 

Sandy entered Royal Roads from Venture, along with several other of our better cadets. 
His cool head and affable manner earned him the rank of Cadet Flight Leader in the First 
Slate of Cadet Officers. His fairness and interminable energy quickly won him the respect and 
admiration of his Juniors. 

As a Senior Cadet, Sandy was very popular and a good mixer. He was one who could 
be counted on for assistance or solace when the walls began to close in. 

Sandy liked, on occasions, to live dangerously (a girl in Victoria and a girl in Vancouver). 
He managed to survive playing the ends against the middle until Christmas when he was 
trapped in a savage crossfire. 

This resulted in Sandy's turning to athletics. He became a stalwart member of the rugger 
team and was held in high esteem by all his team-mates. 

If Sandy's history is indicative of his future, it will be marvellously bright. 

RCN 
General Science 

Ron joined our hallowed halls in 1962, just as the rest of us did. During his Junior Year 
Ron was noted for his deep devotion to College life. In sports Ron has shone consistently. 
During both his First and Second year, Ron has played hockey and rugger, doing extremely 
well in both of them. However, Ron has chosen to take it rather easy in the last half of his 
final year, by dropping all of his extracurricular activities in order to devote his time to more 
worthy endeavours. In Mackenzie Flight Ron has always been known for his cheerful 
smile, and famous saying, -" I guess I'm going to quit this place!" In the Second Slate of 
Cadet Officers, Ron aspired to three bars, but as I mentioned before he sacrificed all his 
extracurricular activities in order to start fl64" with a clear conscience. The Navy is Ron's 
chief joy! 

7014 Larson, G.R. 
Regina, Sask. 

CA(R) RCA 
Arts 

Gary in his first year was extremely keen. Perhaps it was fate that matched him in a cabin 
with his opposite type. Unfortunately no middle ground was reached. Gary soon learned to 
laugh at the many days of horror. 

In his Second Year, Gary really came into his own. Although an Artsman, he was far from 
lacking interest in body-<oontact-sports. He was an avid member of the rugby team and was 
noted for his drive and stamina. 

Not surprisingly he found himself a CSC twice during the year. 

Gary was a very strong unit of the flight, with his calculating logic and seemingly unlimited 
physical energy. He became famed for his powerful shot in water polo and flawless drill. 

Everything about him is clear, crisp, and methodical. He is truly a well-organized cadet. 
His greatest pleasure seemed to be a trip to Vancouver, his old stamping grounds, and 
the home of his faithIul?? feminine friend. 



70 19 Lipin, S.E. 
Deep River, Ont. 

CA(R) RC SIGS 
Chemical Engineering 

Our boy from Deep River, Sandy had the misfortune of being in Hudson Flight for his two 
years here. A mainstay for the flight in all sports, he stood out in soccer and played on two 
championship Rep soccer teams. A cadet with many talents, he has awed and amazed his 
flight-mates with his ability to sound like a time signal. "Sel" was Cadet Section Commander 
in the First Slate and the Slate of Honour, and was the CFL of Hudson Flight for the Sec
ond Slate. He is blessed with multitude of friends, all of whom are anxious to see that he 
remains awake and alert at all times. With his drive, sense of humour, and luck with the 
girls, Sel should be a big success at whatever officers do in the CAR. 

7020 Little, J .F . 
Edmonton, Alta. 

RCN 
General Science 

Jack left Hudson Flight this year to become First Slate Cadet Flight Leader in LaSalle 
Flight. Jack's loss has been felt, mainly on the sports field, as he excels at most sports 
(swimming?). In his two years at Roads, he has held a position on the Rep soccer team. 

7023 Luker , B.P. 
Dolla rd Des Ormeaux, Que. 

Jack finds little time to really study. He can usually be found enjoying himself playing 
bridge (except when his partner leaves him void in trumps) or pitting. 

A bit of girl trouble has plagued Jack in his life at Roads. He left his flame in Saskatoon 
when he moved to Edmonton in his first year. Here at the College, he has an understandable 
animosity towards Randy Gynn for a certain happening during summer training. However, 
Jack should do well at R.M.C. (if he gets there) and we all hope he makes it. 

RCN 
Mech a nical Engineering 

Coming from I\\ontreal, that last outpost of racial liberty and justice, Brian naturally is 
greatly disturbed when disparaging comments are made about his home town teams. II Luke" 
stood up bravely against religious tyrants in a vain attempt to win religious freedom, and 
we cannot help but admire him even in failure. In addition to his valiant efforts for the flight 
in all sports, he was a stand-out in the more individual sports of golf, bowling and squash. 
One of the elite of the College (Naval cadets), Luke has managed to keep the obvious 
superiority well hidden and thus fits in well with the boys, who reciprocate with rousing 
parties in his cabin. 

7027 MacMurchy, N.E. 
Winnipeg, Man. 

7025 Mackenzie, D. K. 
Edmonton, Alta. 

RCAF Tech/ARM 
General Science 

D. K. is one of the most popular and fun loving members of Hudson Flight. lf you happen 
to hear a great trampling of feet coming down the hall, you can be sure its Darryl, glass of 
water in hand, hot on the heels of Sandy Lipin. Darryl picked up three bars as Hudson 
Flight Leader Second Slate, only to have them taken away because of his unadmirable 
marks. On the sports field, Darryl is a real "drive the body" boy, putting everything he has 
into all sports, which landed him a spot on the Rep squash team. 

Darryl's luck with girls while he has been at Roads has been astonishingly bad. A common 
joke after a dance is "How badly did D. K get stabbed this time". We wish Darryl all the 
luck (lots or it) at R. M.C. and in the years ahead. 

RCAF Navigator 
Civ il Engineering 

Norm, another of those wicked cadets from Hudson Flight, seemed to divide his time this 
year between Playboy and the "Pit". When awake, he was a very easy fellow to get along 
with. and his CARE packages were even easier to take. Being a CSC Second Slate and a 
member of the rifle team gave Norm something to do this year besides bemoaning his fate 
as a grounded Navigator. He helped the flight in its futile attempts at water polo and is 
generally olle of the easiest cadets in the Wing to get along with . 



7032 Mogan, B. R 
Scarboro, Ont. 

7029 Martin, B. T. 
Richmond, B.C. 

RCN 
Mechanical Engineering 

Bruce, who single handedly comprises 50'~" of Hudson Flight's Navy complement has been 
a loyal and valuable asset to the flight, despite the fact that he was banished to the second 
deck at the beginning of his senior year. 

i'vluch of Hud.on's success in athletics may be attributed to "B.T.", who shares the duties 
of suicide squad, i.e. fullback on the flight rugger team, while doubling as Captain of the 
undefeated A basketball team. (Since defeated by Vancouver Flight). 

Bruce is an avid sports car enthusiast(hesure looks fine in his 409); however, he is eagerly 
awaiting his next cruise to Hawaii, where hecan again try his hand at his first love, surfin', 

CA(R) - RC SrGS 
General Science 

":I,loag· · ha. kept more than active in sports this year. He began by trying ruggpr, soccer, 
and the cross-country team, all in one shot, but found this impossible. So he dropped rugger 
and proceeded to driveintheothertwo.As one of the faster cadets, Moag has lead the cross
country team as it!:! Captain in many successful races. 

He has found academics challenging, however, and turned to General Science to ease the 
pain. 

Barry did so well as CSC the Second Slate that they brought him back on the Slate of 
Honour to "terrorize" the Juniors again. 

A driver on the sports field, he Can always be found leading Hudson Flight in its many 
victories. 

It'. "Good Luck" to Moag as he seeks a Signals career in a "running" Army. 

7037 Pachal, Re. 
Shilo, Man. 

7035 Mott, W.D. 
West Hill, Ont. 

RCAF - Pilot 
Engineering Physics 

Doug, known to many as "Motely", is a quiet member of the College. His main interests 
are wrapped up in flying. Although grounded "temporarily!" by the RCAF, he still does 
much private flying. When Roads is buzzed by a private craft, you can be sure Motely's 
air·borne again. 

When not flying, he can be found shooting, being an ardent member of the rifle team. 

As flight rep forthe LOG, Doug pushed Hudson Flight into the lead in getting advertisements. 
He is to be congratulated for a job well done. 

Academically, Doug is in the upper echelons, as all Engineering Physicists must be, a nd this, 
combined with his acute flying interests, indicates a successful Air Force career. 

CA(R) - RCA 
Electrical Engineering 

Bob is a hard working boy who hails from Canada's Prairies and now makes his home 
at Camp Shilo, Manitoba. After many years of gopher shooting, his eye has so developed 
that he has no trouble getting top scores in College rifle competitions. Apart from shooting, 
Bob's favourite pa.time is dismantling and reassembling various parts of his stero and 
radio sets. Perhaps it was this keen interest in wires and tubes which led him to enroll in 
Electrical Engineering. 
Apart from College life, Bob is looking forward to a career in the Artillery, like his fath er. 
In fact it would look as if the only problems Bob has now are over his name. First, no one 
seems to know how to pronounce it, and secondly he can't decide which prelty young girl 
to give it to. Maybe he'll solve the lalter problem by escaping into the arms of some fraulein 
during his foreign posting with the beloved RCA - good luck in the future, Bob. 

7038 Parker, RD. 
Cutknife, Sask. 

CA(R) - RCA 
General Science 

Rick is from Cutknife, Saskatchewan, one of those renowned Saskatchewan towns. From the 
moment he stepped off the bus his very first day at the College, he has been in LaSalle 
Flight, but this year we began to wonder. He is the only member of LaSaUe who lives on 
the second deck. Rick, also known as "the sea hag" or "Chuck" is the LOG rep. for LaSalle 
and is very efficient in "volunterring" loggers at a moments notice. Rick is a prime example 
of what self-determination and hard work can do. From Christmas of his first year to Christ
mas of his second year, he raised his academic average from a failing mark to a standing 
of fourth in the Wing. Rick's future appears to be sewed up as an Artillery Officer, but he 
.ure doesn't like the idea of training at the Infantry School at Borden. For Rick's sake, 
let's hope that he will be able to take his training at Camp Shilo. 



7039 Pawlyshyn, RJ. 
Kamsack, Sask. 

RCAF - Pilot 
Chemical Engineering 

Rick - our carrot·topped answer to Ringo Star - hails from Kamsack, Saskatchewan and 
is a prairie boy at heart. Apart from his display of indifference to any scholastic effort, our 
Chemical Engineer baffles cadets and profs alike by pulling off handsome passing averages. 
An avid sportsman, Rick is a member of the Royal Roads basketball team and provides 
much assistance, as well as humour, for the squad. 

Due to mental alertness, personal resourcefulness, and a ghastly mistake at A.F. H.Q., Rick 
is a ny boy. Unfortunately, he found his wings clipped by a Training Command directive. 
Like the rest of his fellow jet jockeys, he will have to spend his next few summers with his 
feet firmely on the ground. Not certain of future plans, Rick, no matter what profession he 
chooses, will probably just go on doing what he likes best, watching television and eating 
ham bu rgers. 

7042 Pfaff, J . R 
Winnipeg, M a n. 

RCAF - Pilot 
General Science 

"Pfaff the magic dragon", as he is wing-wide known, has proved to be of extreme benefit 
to LaSalle Flight in all sports. "Pfaffco", another one of his so many famous titles, devoted 
a lot of his spare time with the First XV, wh ich many times led him to sick bay, and then, 
of course, negative Sunday Wing parade. No offence meant, though, for many wish they 
were as small and humble as he is. 

Unfortunately, in one sense, Jim's family has moved to England, because now either the 
Air Force will increase his payor he will have to swim home for Christmas. Fortunately, 
on the other hand, is the fact that now he lives in the land of the Beatles. If he lets his hair 
grow and learns to play (a geetar), he will be one Beatie who just won't get stomped on. 

7043 Picken, J . K. 
Weston, Ont. 

RCN 
Genera l Science 

John has taken up where "Big Daddy" left off last year. It's hard to keep abreast of his new 
romances. He is always able to find a congenial companion for the weekend. 

Better known as "Daisy Petal Picken" and the "One-Armed Bandit", he nevertheless managed 
to keep up his keen drill even with one arm in a sling. 

However, Rick's real love is electronics. He is always in his cabin, surrounded by a maze 
of wires, speakers, resistors, and the like. Undoubtedly, he will someday invent some magical 
device to save time and work. Watch out that the capacitors don't blow up again, John. 
No more speeding tickets, ei ther. 

7044 Pifer, W. R. 
Fort Willia m, Ont. 

RCAF - Pilot 
General Science 

"Pife" came to us from Fort William, Ontario, a bright-eyed, smiling tetlow, and now on 
the eve of his departure from Roads is preparing to leave, a bright-eyed and smiling fellow. 

7045 Porter, R W. 
Winnipeg, M a n. 

Bill is a drive-the-body man from the word go. In his first year Bill was recognized as a 
most com pat able person (especially by his room mate). Bill came back to the College in 
the Fall of '63 ready to go to work - what happened Bill? He was one of the few seniors 
who continually rose early in the mornings - especially after dances. Bill is a great strategus 
and organizer and spends most of his leisure time discussing how he would like the Wing 
run. We all fear that someday Bill will be able to put his plans into practice. But most of 
all Bill derives great enjoyment from wa tching Rep sports. 

RCAF - Pilot 
Chemical Engineering 

Here we have one of Roads' greatest fans of TH E B.B. From dawn 'til dusk can be heard 
the dulcet tones of TH E BEAC H BOYSemanatingfrom his cabin, interspersed with selections 
from THE BEATLES. However, despite Robll1's taste en in music, he is one of the more 
popular members of the term and a staunch supporter of Stand-down Weekends. Robin also 
supports the RO(i\) J)ENT occasionally and the Rep hockey team. He managed to hang 
onto a steady position on the team during his two years at Roads. Ordinarily a pilot, Rob 
ha" dl'Cidcd to advance himself this summer and will be joining the elite corps (the Techs) 
at Centralia as a prospective armament trainee. Congratulations. Robin! It's about time 
you were doing something useful. Too bad you're not in Winnipeg this summer, eh Rob? 



7050 Reid, B.D. 
Toronto, Ont. 

7046 Pryde, w.G. 
Tillsonburg, Ont. 

RCAF - Tech/TEL 
Electrical Engineering 

Bill, unfortunately, was unable to develop his potential in his two year stay at Roads. He 
has been continually on excused foraUthisyear, the result of a broken ankle and associated 
complications. He was fortunate enough to wrangle a week off excused in mid-February; 
however, it rained and Bill didn't get to go on drill. 

i'vluch of Bill's popularity is due to his quiet manner and to the fact that nobody ever sees 
him. Every pay-day Bill is in the banking business simply because he draws three times the 
pay of everyone else. 

An ex-airman Bill is a prospective telecommunications officer and will undoubtedly do well. 

RCAF - Pilot 
Chemical Engineering 

Brian is from Etobicoke, Ontario. Besides being one of those boys who carries around 
foul-smelling test tubes, he is Thompson Flight's adopted member from LaSalle. Being in 
possession of his civilian pilot's licence, Brian gets blamed for all low-level passes made over 
the College; he is also known to the Department of Transport for his last-minute changes in 
flight plans over stand-down weekends. Chief never ceases to be both plagued and amazed 
by his array of obtrusive, black wiring strung out all over the block; the possibility of one 
of them leading to a certain girl 's house is not to be neglected. 

B. D. 's College spirit has been displayed in his sharp-shooting for the First Rifle Team, his 
breaking of drumsticks from over-exertion in the Band, and his participation in the Senior 
Term Project. 

7059 Senft, T.G. 
HodgeviUe, Sask. 

7053 Riddolls, P.A. 
Alliston, Ont. 

CA(R) - RC SIGS 
Electrical Engineering 

Phil has been one of the more colourful cadets at Royal Roads. Who else can smoke a 
pipe, upside down, while taking a shower, make Nixon Block swing with his amplifier, and 
brew a cup of coffee from the hot water of his steam iron? 

In sports Phil made a startling appearance in boxing. His unique style and "eagerness" 
completely overwhelmed his opponents, except for one in the semi-finals. 

After meeting a long string of Air Force cadets, General Rockingham found it a relief to 
meet Phil, (RCA) only to find that this fine young lad was raised by a test-pilot for th~ 
RCAF. Little does he realize that Phil's first application was for the RCAF. 

Phil's contribution to the CoUege is proved by the quality of the LOG, of which he has 
spent a great deal of time. 

RCAF - Tech/TEL 
Electrical Engineering 

Not too many cadets knew his hometown, but each time they were mowed down by this 
blond locomotive, on the rugger pitch, they soon learned that the cleat marks on their legs 
and backs came from Hodgeville, Saskatchewan. Attending a high schoo l too small to play 
football, and never seeing a rugger ball before in his life until he came to the West Coast, 
Terry mastered rugger quickly. Playing right man on the Second XV in his first year, he 
graduated to wing on the First XV the following year because of his speed and all round 
ability at rugger. Terry also helped out the government with their unemployment problem 
because it was his other outstanding ability that resulted in the expansion of Molson's 
brewing plant on this coast. 

7060 Sharkey, P.D. 
Fort Erie, Ont. 

RCAF - Pilot 
Electrical Engineering 

Sharkey I'll is known to most people as Sharkey PD. Quite considerable talent has been 
displayed by Don in blowing his own horn. So good at it was he, that he was C Bi'vl Second 
Slate. Don hails from Fort Eire, Ontario. So does his loving letter-writing machine, as two 
letters a day testify. A first-rate athlete, Don has displayed speed and determination in all 
flight sports, except swimming, where he is known as !!rock". A pilot in the Air Force, Don 
is looking forward to the day th at he will take up flying again. Best of luck Don. 



7061 Sheehan, C.J . B. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

RCAF - Navigator 
Engineering Physics 

Conor is a member of the large group of ro(a )dents that found their way out here from 
Ottawa, in the mass exodus of Sept. '62. AIter roaring success in his Junior year, he came 
back to Roads as a Senior with three bars on the First Slate. 

Through the year he managed to find a few odd jobs to keep him occupied during his more 
reserved moments, such as cross-<:ountry running, and editing these biographies for the Lex;. 
r:ven though he is Engineering Physics, he can still boast more leave since Christmas than 
most other cadets in the Wing. 

His favourite saying: "Terry, can I borrow your key?" 

7063 Sherwin, C.A. B. 
Kapusk asing, Ont. 

CA(R) - RCEME 
Mecha nical Engineering 

Brad, to all and sundry, is a quiet cadet. He devotes all of his time to his two favourite 
hobbies, sleep and sleep. However, he occasionally finds time to eat. Brad, unfortunately, has 
been plagued by many injuries and has not been too active in sports, but as hooker for' 
Vancouver Flight team he did a good job. A CSC First Slate, Brad rose to the meteoric 
heights of SIC Second Slate. He is best known to most as the organ grinder for Chapel and 
a pianist for any ham-session with Skins and Scotty. For Brad in the future, we predict 
that the Army will be better off when he leaves R.M.C . and joins his regiment. 

7067 Sta ples, W.D. 
Porcupine, Ont. 

RCAF - Tech/ T EL 
H onours Science 

Doyle made the big move two years ago when he left Potsville, a "suburb" of South Porcu
pine, Ontario. Since then, he has never let any of Vancouver Flight forget his SPHS jacket, 
where SI'HS means South Porcupine High School. 

Wally attached himself to the First XV, won the light-middle weight division in boxing, and 
provided much speed for the Vancouver Lions Rugger Team. In general, he is an all-round 
athlete. Wally was president of the Senior Gunroom First Term and CFL of Vancouver 
Flight Second Slate. 
Doyle devotes his stand-easy every morning to the duty he most loves, "mail-box sentry". 

7068 Stark, G. C. 
Grand Prairie, Alta. 

RCAF - Pilot 
Mecha nical Engineering 

Fragile Gerry managed to come off excused every Saturday to play goal for the Rep soccer 
team. Gerry is one of the outstanding swimmers in the College and played several games 
for the water polo team. His play in this sport helped Vancouver Flight gain first in the 
inter-flight competition. 

7072 Thomas, F.R. 
Deep River , Ont. 

It was amazing the things from pliers to Playboys that Gerry kept in his cabin in spite of 
his record player and accessories which appeared to take up any unoccupied space. Into 
all hou rs of the night Gerry's light was usually on perhaps that's why he slept in one 
Sunday morning. 

Despite his pre-occupation with academic pursuits Gerry was ready to escort a debutante 
during the Christmas exams. Grand Prairie is quite far away isn't it Gerry? 

CA( R) - RCAC 
Arts 

The bellowing artsman of Thompson Flight has spent a frustrated existence at Roads for 
the last two years III hopes of finally returning to Kingston to carry out further studies on 
one desirable subject. During his stay at Hotel Royal Roads, the " Atomic Kid" was a 
continual driving cog in all flight sports and added spark to the Rep water polo and cross
country teams. He also led Thompson Flight to many victories as Flight Leader in the 
Second Slate. 

Hoy plans to take an Honour History course at H.M.C., and after graduation will become 
the most feared tank driver in the Armoured Corps. Best of luck in all fu ture "operations" 
Hoy! 



7077 Wehrle, P.F . 
Willowdale, Ont. 

7076 Van Haastrecht, J .P. 
Islington, Ont. 

RCN 
General Science 

··.Jovial John", Thompson Flight's pit king, was always ready to play practical jokes on his 
buddies, which usually resulted in dramatic scenes. In Dight activities, John was kept busy 
as treasurer of the swelling clutch fund, being shafted as the " Lone CSC" and always 
playing well in Dight sports, especially as Number One hooker on the Dight rugger team. 

He did a splendid job as manager of the basketball team and managed to manage a few 
lovely girls on the sidelines. There's onJy one of him, and Roads just wouldn't have been 
the same without him. Good Luck, John for your future! 

CA(R) - RC SIGS 
General Science 

Paul is a Thompson Flight red·hair(ing). The W·section of the mail box never fails to 
yield him a letter postmarked "Willowdale". 

Paul doesn't have much prejudice when it comes to sports; he plays with the soccer team, 
rugger team, water polo team, and even takes a stab at gymnastics. 

One of the most consistently cheerful cadets in the Wing, Paul is also one of the oldest, and 
for obvious reasons he can and does spread his cheer around. 

1'. F. has stood consistently high in academics and can be counted on for guidance (?) in 
any subject which he willingly would give if he could . 

7079 Williams, C.N. 
Innisfail, Alta. 

7078 Wenkoff, J. 
Major, Sask. 

CA(R) 
Electrical Engineering 

Joe came back to the College rather early last year as a First Slate CSC. From then on 
he studied, played rugger, and went to the Mess Decks every Saturday afternoon. With his 
unique style and large fists , he managed to box his way into the finals in the heavy·weight 
boxing division. Joe went on leave very seldom . when he did it was usually just to do 
some shopping in Colwood on Friday nights. 

RCAF - Tech/CE 
Civil Engineering 

Cliff comes from the "one-stop-light " metropolis of Innisfail , Alberta. His presence is always 
known - especially at the meal table - by the dry, but funny, humour. Cliff is an active 
participant in flight sports and is a big boost to the College cross-country team. Academically, 
Cliff is one of those few "Civvy" Engineers who are left. He is also an ardent lover over 
the last two years and he successfully burned th e candle of love at both ends . Hey, Cliff, 
I hear she wants to start nursing at Kingston next year'? 

7080 Williams, R. L. 
North Surrey, B.C. 

RCAF - Pilot 
General Science 

Halph spends his time playing basketball and going visiting, while the rest of the week is 
spent catching up on lost sleep. 
He was one of the original General Science boys and saw these numbers steadily increase in 
popularity. 
Halph is active in the CAS !. Last year he managed to squeeze in one summer of pilot 
training, but he will be off this summer to Camp Borden for !\ISK 
Ralph is one of the main reasons that our flight has kept up its tradition in sports, and we 
certainly miss him when the ankle goes lame, as it often does. 
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FLIGHT ATHLETIC A WARDS 

AWARD 

The InterOight Grand Aggregate 
The Interflight Track and Field Trophy 
The R.l. L. Annett Trophy for Cross Country 
The H, E. Price Trophy for Recruit's Obstacle Race 
The Interflight Boxing Trophy 
The lnterflight Soccer Trophy 
The Interflight Rugby Trophy 
The InterOight Squash Trophy 
The lnterflight Volleyball Trophy 
The Intersquadron Swimming Trophy 
The lnterflight Basketball Trophy 
The Alfred Atkinson Water Polo Trophy 
The Interflight Whaler and Dinghy Sailing Trophy 
The lnterflight Boat Pulling Award 
The Wisener Cup 
The Slee Memorial for Trap Shooting 
The \;;,A, Brown Memorial Trophy for Rifle Shooting 
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1963 

Thompson ... , , , , . . 
Cartier and Thompson, , . . , , , • , 
Mackenzie. 
Thompson "', ... " . . " .. .. . , . 
Hudson. 
Hudson , 

1964 
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, , Fraser 

Thompson 
, Cartier 
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, , . , , Hudson 

Vancouver. .•. .... .. .. . ....... Vancouver 
Cartier , , ..•. , , .. , , . . . . . Thompson 
Champlain .... , ,. .." ... , ... . " .. , .. " Vancouver 
No.4 Sqdn. ", ... ,.' ,., .. . , . .. .. ,., . No, 4 Sqdn, 
Hudson, . , . , ... , , . . . . . . . • . • , . .. , , . , , Hudson 
Mackenzie .. 
Thompson, , 

...... . .... . .. .. ....... . . Vancouver 
. , . Mackenz ie 

La Salle. ., .. , .., . ... . Vancouver 

Thompson 



RUGBY 

First XV - FRONT ROW: G. Rusconi, W. Staples, M. Spotswood, D. Hall, J. Pfaff, T. 
Senft, S. Kerr, T. Findley. STANDING: P. Shultze, G. Larson, P. Hinton, J. Godfrey, G. 
Davis, J. Wenkoff, W. Braden, Mr. Lancaster. 

Second XV - FRONT ROW: J. Hat
ton, R. Elson, T. Jennings, T. Jones, 
R. Alum, D. Blaney, J. Convey. 
STANDING: Lt. Crofton, H. Led
sham, R. Ayotte, W. Cooke, J. Watt, 
J. Taynen, J. Besse, R. MacAlpine. 

Third XV - FRONT ROW: J. Beese, 
G. Barber, T. Hungate, D. Blaney, 
T. Metcalfe, R. Taylor, J. Brewster. 
STANDING: J. Barnes, B. Mason, 
J. Taynen, J. Van Horne, K. Mitchell, 
D. Knapton, R. MacAlpine, J. Con
vey, 1. Duncan, G. Archbold. 

\\\' . - ........ .. i ''': ~ 
I 1\ r ' . 1\'; .' , 

'" \ ., ' 
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ROYAL ROADS-12 VENTURE-3 

Royal Roads and Venture clashed 
again in, perhaps, the finalHibbard 
Trophy game. The game is played 
annually for the trophy donated by 
Admiral Hibbard. Played at Mac
Donald Park in Victoria, the game 
was filled with rough and exciting 
play and was followed by a mess 
dinner at H.M.C.S. Venture. 
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FRONT ROW, Left to Right: Rowe, Wehrle, BaiJey, Boudreau, Campbell, Lee, Addicott. BACK ROW: Pryde, 
Porter, Skinner, Beale, PIO Duncan, Burnham, Thomson, Spinney, Padre Titus. 

L.G. was one of the team 's hardest 
diggers. 

The Juniors were close .. 
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HOCKEY 

In its second season as a rep. sport at the 
college, hockey is still in the growing 
stages. Since the team was not in any 
league, we did not get as many games 
as we had hoped, but we did have some 
good matches with the QOR, Yarrows, and 
Esquimalt Cougars, The Juniors-Senior 
hockey game was a rough and tumble 
game with the juniors managing to escape 
with a tie. Next year, the fate of Roads 
hockey is in their hands. 

. . but the Seniors were closer. 
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STANDING: 
J. Watkin 

E 

D. Mockford 
N. Lee 

SEATED: 
R. Pa wlyshyn 
R. Brown 
J. Leitch 
C. Cooper 
R. Brookes 

R 

o 
G. Bowers, R. Thomas, P. Kaersvang, R. Gynn, M. Dendy, L. Winters, W. Sherk, 
G. Kenny, M. McClennan. 

ETBA 
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STANDING, Left to Right: M. Spotswood,J. Archbold, J. Gemmell, B. Mogan, J. Thomson, 
B. Struthers, J. Little, B. Perry, B. Campbell, E. Fairbairn, K. Summers, S. Lipin, Coach
;\Ir. Jones. KNEELING: Manager-J. Bailey, K. Scott, J. Randall, J. Moser, G. C. Stark, 
R Rugge, J. Orr, R Lawrence, J. Mark. INSERT: Jim Bird. 

Given: One field, add goals plus Jerry Stark; put on an 
eighteen yard line plus Sandy Lipin and Ken Summers. 
Stick up quarter-field flags, enter Pob Perry, Ed Fairbairn 
and Jim Thomson stage left. Chalk on a centre line and 
have Barry Mogan and Jack Little hold down its ends. 
Put in a centre circle, centre Jerry Mark, radius Jim Bird = 
radius Brian Campbell. Project a ball on to the field without 
projection lines. 

Construction Complete. 

Required to prove: Construction infallible. 

Proof: Using the sample Jerry Stark to represent the mean, 
(sorry Jerry), of the RR Xl no. I, then take "N" as his 
goals-per-game average, then it is an axiom that N-O. 

Now take Jim Thomson as a stability constant. It is easily 
shown that Imperial Dry Cleaners owe Jim money for charg
ing him each week for soccer shorts that never get dirty. 

Differentiate Bob Perry, Jerry Mark, Jim Bird, and Ed 
Fairburn 

d(BP+JM+JB+EF) Speed x d(accuracy) 
d team d dependability 

Multiply by one variable, Barry Struthers, and substitute 
into eleven positions except the captain's right half. Add 
consistent non-variables, Sandy Lipin, Ken Summers, Barry 
Mogan, B. H. Cambell, and Jack Little; automatically assume 
a good game. 

Substitute into the equation at any point Jack Randall, Randy 
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Lawrence, John Moser, Kent Scott and Jim Gemmell, con· 
stants all and all very much needed. Now sum with limits 
all over the league. The integral from Falcons to Firefighters 
with respect to wins turns out at first inspection to be infinity, 
Therefore try the substition: 

2 losses in total league games = better record than any 
other league team. 

The integral now simplifies to show that the team's possibil
ities in the cup are, as seen primarily by inspection, without 
limit. 

Take into consideration any other useful factors: 
Spectrum - Jerry Stark wears red, yellow, blue, orange, 
and black, all at the same time. Jim Thomson wears spark l
ing white, Barry Mogan soggy grey, the rest, off-white-on
dirt cream. A most confusing diffraction and distraction 
pattern. 
Control - Lt Greig, known as "itchy-lip", governs both for· 
ward and backward reactions, maintaining equilibrium with
out entering the action or affecting the speed and net result. 
Direction - towards victory under the microscopic eye of 
Mr. Jones, who, while encouraging reactions, demands that 
the proper end point is reached in the proper "make it quick 
and make it simple" fashion. 

"T" representing the Road's soccer team isfound to be highly 
significant when in the critical region of a soccer field, but 
the hypothesis "We will win" is retained. 



TABLOID WINNERS 

Fraser Flight 

NEW RECORDS SET* 

The Mile 
880 yd . 

B. Mogan 4:47.0 
I. Duncan 2:11.2 

• These arc considered to be new records by 
the 1'. and R. T. Staff because they were run 
in running shoes. 

TABLOID 

SPORTS 
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U.S.A.F.A. arrives . . 

ROYAL ROADS 

VS 
USAFA 

. ..... with cheerleaders?? 

Royal Roads was defeated 1 - 0 by the cadets from the United States Air Force 
Academy, Colorado Springs, in the annual soccer game between the two Colleges. 
Played in the wonderful liquid sunshine of Vancouver Island, the game soon devel
oped into a defensive battle, as neither forward line could develop a successful 
attack on goal. Despite the condition of the field, both teams played excellent soccer 
and the first half ended scoreless. It was not until the twenty-five minute mark of the 
second half that U.S.A.F.A_ scored the winning goal, a low shot from thirty feet 
out that spun off goalie Stark's chest into the net. The Road's Eleven rallied under 
the pressure but failed to score, despite several excellent opportunities. 

The following day, after an enjoyable dance on Quarterdeck, U.S.A.F.A. departed, 
the victors. They will, however, be wary of the spirit and ability of Roads cadets 
when we repay the visit next year. 
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Results: 

Lightweight: 
l/C 1 J. Addicott 

LightweUer: 
l/C 1 J. G. Peacock 

Welterweight: 
l/C 1 J. A. Boudreau 

Lightmiddle: 
2/C 1 W. D. Staples 

Middleweight: 
2/C1 M. M. Spotswood 

Lightheavy: 
1/C1 P. A. Rowe 

Heavyweight: 
1/C1 D. S. Hall 

REAR: D. Hall, P. Rowe, W. Staples, M. Spotswood. 
FRONT: J. Peacock, A. Boudreau, J. Addicott. 

( Cartier) 
1/C1 D. B. Haase 

(La Salle) 
2/C 1 R. T. Perry 

(Cartier) 
2/C 1 P. Needra 

(Vancouver) 
1/ C 1 D. B. Struthers 

(Vancouver) 
1/C1 D. H. Mockford 

(La Salle) 
l /C 1 E. O. Van Rooyen 

(Fraser) 
2/C1 J. A. Wenkoff 

defeated 
(Champlain) 

defeated 
(Hudson) 

defeated 
(La Salle) 

defeated 
(Thompson) 

defeated 
( Hudson) 

defeated 
(Thompson) 

defeated 
(Thompson) 

Flight Standings: 

1. Cartier and Thompson 
3. Hudson 
4. La Salle and Vancouver 
6. Champlain 
7. Fraser and Mackenzie 

J. A. Boudreau was awarded the Michael Philips Memorial Trophy by 
Rear Admiral W. M. Landymore, OBE, CD, RCN. This is the second 
time Boudreau has won the trophy, presented to the cadet displaying the 
best combination of skill and sportsmanship. 
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SEATED: G. Aune, J. Legaarden, J. Van Horne, B. Reid, R. Robinson. STANDING: W. 
Mott, R. Pachal, StaIf Sergeant Wilson, A. Payer, L. Bevington. 

COUNTRY 

THE TEAM 
J. McBurney 
N. Coyle 
J. Boudreau 
J. Peacock 
F. Thomas 
J. Godfrey 
C. Sheehan 
K. Beswitherwick 
D. Rue 
H. Hamilton 
B. Mogan - Captain 
J. Gibbons 



Some of the more popular forms 
of relaxation. 
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A DAY AT ROADS 
Wakey wakey 

Snarl! 

Commandant's rounds 

I almost forgot to dust. 

Study hours 

. and as her lips pressed against his ... 

Out pipes 

I 

Okay youse guys, I'm coming. 

Classes 

!lAnd moreover, due to the equilibrium 
instability of the functioning. 

Kye time 

Vancouver's Contraband coffee shop 
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RECRUIT TERM 

The term of '67 arrived on the college grounds on the fifth of September, 1963, full of brighH,yed enthusiasm 
over the life which they were soon to lead. We filed out of the buses, as generations of Royal Roads cadets 
had done before, and lined up in front of Grant Block. Each name was called, and each was assigned to a 
night (and a flight "mother"). The true depth of the change which was in store for us did not hit us until we 
reached Nixon Block, and the cadet officers "took over" for the first time. 

That time-honoured, soul-<:hilling word" REC R U IT" was fired at us for the first time. Jewelry removed, sleeves 
rolled up, cheater ties removed, we prepared to move forward into a new way of life. That term "forward" was 
sometimes disputed among us. Our new way ofllie was to be very demanding, but this training was necessary, 
whatever we may have thought at the time. We panicked from "morn" 'til night. Morning parades came and 
went; circles, however, seemed to linger forever. Every recruit learned every inch of the circle, molecule by 
molecule. We never could say that we were surprised to find that we had "doubled" halfway to England at 
the end of six weeks. 

Doggy week arrived sooner that anticipated by most of the recruits, but this time, acclimatized to circles and 
cross country races (somewhat the same, it seemed to us), we "foraged forth" with those C.S.C. trousers 
in sight, prepared for anything originated from the junior changing room, and headed for ;>.;ixon Block, in 
the hope that some of us would make it to our cabins. For the unlucky, anything was in store - from errands 
to the boat house, to water temperature samples of the lower lake. During the day, compulsory circle training 
was the order of the day, with endless streams and formations of recruits doubling backwards, forwards, and 
with the Bunny Hop thrown in for good luck. Doggy Day came, went (with the usual, ever-present, "Recruit, 
you've got FROUST, one circle".), and all at once - IT WAS ALL OVER. The obstacle course was completed 
by all the recruits, who breathed a sigh of relief and now as Juniors, counted their blessings (followed by a 
rapid count of their bruisings). With a good mess dinner under their belts, the .Juniors crawled on top of their 
bunks, relaxed, and thought (unbelievable as it seemed) - "AT LAST, I'M A JUNIOR". 

We sang "Jingle Bells", but Christmas seemed a long way away. 

Cadet Officers gave him kye .... then tucked him in for the night. 



Their faces tell the story. 

This could develop into Mackenzie Flight. 

Terror outside the Cadet Office. 

Peter -- Paul - Mary? 

D ESPERA TION! 

It's the same every year. 

Where we got our well-fitting uniforms. 

This one got away easy - 16 showers in 8 
mins. 9 sec., while the rest of the flight raced 
polish cans up the third deck speedway. 45 



Whatever the intention, that hose wasn't used 
to wash us off 

OBSTACLE RACE 



THE OB5T AClE RACE 
The obstacle race, the fmal test, the ultimate which could be demanded of anyone. was set before 
the RECRUITS. During this race, the Junior Term proved its mettle to all witnesses. It may be 
said, however, that the test was somewhat unglorious. To be truthful, it was "darn" muddy. 

Even though horrible reports of the obstacle race kept filtering into the junior changing room, all 
recruits looked forward to the race with great anticipation, for no matter how hard the race was, 
within a few minutes we would be through it-come what may! The reports on the wrong turn in 
the culvert (which would lead us to ColwoodPolice Station) had us worried (as well as anxious). 

The day arrived and the weather was perfect-for spectators. We raced across the field at the sound 
of the gun, dashing for the net and surmounting it (after a fashion). We then started crawling 
through mud and water-<ioing so for the next thirty minutes. The culvert proved not as horrible 
as we had been led to believe. There were the occasional plaintive cries in the murky blackness 
of a recruit in search of a room-mate or just the person in front of him. The more chubby ones 
had a little trouble with the tires, but eventually worked their way through. The obstacle which 
claimed many a weary victim was the rope bridge (swaying with the help of the seniors) over the 
lower lake. It was too bad about those non-swimmers. "THEY" may have fixed the records, but 
there are still a few of my term mates whom I will swear disappeared on that fateful day. But these 
pictures best illustrate our lament. 

THE END? Some of the lucky ones who made it across the lower lake. 



MESS DINNERS 

OCT '63 MAR '64 
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Sta/f.Sgt .. '\hJ. MonlmH. Cdt. Spelm.n. Corp!. DesBnsay. Corpl. Keefer. Cdt. Davis, W . Cdt. lJi>.on. Cdt. Cochrane. MIJ. Ridout, 90th L.l. CorplJ<'re~. 

Cdt. Deni.5on. S.J. Corpl. Wurtcle. A. Cdl. Reed. Lance·Corpl. Perry, A.B. Sgt. Irnng. Cdt . Fairbank. Lance.Corp!' MacPbersan, D. Lance-Corpl.WtSe. 
edt. Rtvers. 

Cdt. D'I\~, F. Lance.Corpl. Pe:rl~y. 

REINCARNATION? 
As a result of some light-hearted rivalry and well executed sabotage, the Old Eighteen has been reborn in the hallowed halls of 
old ROYAL ROADS. The fact is, both (groups, that is) are real (one on paper; one in the flesh) - and both (dear Seniors of 
RR-62-63) are now within the vine<overed walls of our beloved college. However, both are being brought to RMC via "the 
group" below (who will remain unnamed, and thus unmaimed). 

NEW EIGHTEEN 
-
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PERFECT 

ATTENDANCE! 

CLASSES 

BLOOD DONOR 

CLINIC 



OPERATION 

NORTHBOUND 

We sailed . .. ... .. . .. . We slept ........... . We ate .... . ...... . . 

We worked ...... .... . We climbed ......... . We swam ........... . 

But ...... most of all 

We had fun! 
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Their first charge parade. 

On the 10 November at 0200, two civilians 
(Civy U. Mk 2) were tried for attempting 
to become a part of the CSC system with
out undergoing recruit term. Among the 
other charges brought against the pair was 
one on failure to comply with dress regula
tions, extremely scaly appearance and a 
general lack of military bearing. Thejudge, 
the CWC, was extremely lenient in award
ing these unfortunates a condensed recruit 
term. It was the doubling up the three 
flights of stairs that indicated the need for 
remedial P. T. Further enlightment on CSC 
life was cut short after 15 minutes from 
the O.D. 

VIC U RAIDS 

On November 14, a larger motley crew 
from Victoria U. endeavoured to improve 
on the appearance of the College. Un
fortunately for them, the colour of paint 
and the objects painted did not have the 
approval of the cadet wing. As a result, 
interesting experiments in paint removal 
followed, a condusive catalyst-the big five
hastened the reactions and led to the trial 
of various forms of doth in the cleaning 
process. True, the cloth (new sweaters and 
such) were sweat-soaked, but turpentine 
and voluntary effort on the part of visitors 
from Victoria U. soon erased the undesired 
paintwork. 

The Trial. 



I(They won't". 

Venture, taking advantage of the wing's 
absence during P. T. hours, ran off with 
several souvenirs, after using the College's 
cross country course. 

These borrowings ended when two of the 
culprits were caught and given indelible 
souvenirs of Royal Roads. After detaining 
the guilty pair, it was felt that, perhaps 
having missed their turn with the Venture 
barber, a free haircut would not be amiss. 

l(I've seen him before". 

fl It doesn't wash off; it wears off". 
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CHRISTMAS 
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With December, a feeling of hopefulness and anticipation arrived at Roads, for Christmas was getting near, 
with all its implications. Exams finished on Friday, the thirteenth of December; and that day Pacific Command 
of the R.C.N. sponsored a Christmas dinner for us. All the members of the senior staff joined us in this festive 
occasion, which we enjoyed immensely. 

On Friday night, the Juniors decorated the Quarterdeck for the Christmas Ball, which was held on Saturday 
night. The Ball was a real success: the decorations lent an air of merriment to the scene, and the music of the 
Naden band was excellent. Everyone returned to the College that evening feeling that they had had a wonderful 
time. 

Sunday was much more peaceful than hectic Saturday had been. In the evening, the Wing went down to the 
Great Hall of the Castle for a carol service. The Royal Roads choir and bell-ringers and the trumpet of Don 
Sharkey created music that truly expressed the joy of Christmas. 

Then on Monday, December 16, came the day that all had been awaiting: the day to go home for Christmas 
leave. The Cadets left Royal Roads in high spirits for three glorious weeks at home. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

"Happy Birthday to you .. " 

flHello, l\1a; college life sure is fun!" 

"But I had all those before!" 

flOf course it flies - silly!" Just check that form! 

"J know he's the Sheriff, but this is ridiculous." 
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A life of ease "Sure I'm wann; I haven't shaved for a week". 

Friendly interflight competition "Why don't they lock up our swords, too"? 

" Welcome to Happy Valley Rest Home, gentlemen"! 
57 



Military Life 



DRILL STAFF 

F/S Chabot SI Sgt Wilson 

They ... 

Took this ... 

And with gestures. . . And words ... 

Made this. 
59 



Hey! Gimme a Fix! Come on you guys - PULL! 

The means . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The end. 
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Greetings from Hawaii 

' But P.O., I did close the boiler room hatch 
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ARMY 

SUMMER TRAINING 

ROTP INTRO TO UR 

The first day of June 1963 marked the beginning of the last introductory tour 
designed to familiarize cadets of the three colleges and the civilian universities with 
the many technical and theoretical aspects of the army. 

A three week stay at Camp Borden was highlighted by excellent displays by the 
infantry and the armour. The tour progressed from Borden to Kingston and the 
Signals school, to Montreal and the Ordinance school, to the gunners and engineers 
of Shilo and Chilliwack, respectively. 

Exercise TOPWALK, the dying breath ofthe tour, proved to be an exciting adventure 
for all concerned. Much thanks must be given to all the personnel who devoted 
much time and effort to ensure that we saw the best that the Army has to offer. 

Armour at Camp Borden 

Leaving Montreal 



The Guns of Shilo 

Jump Tower at Shilo 

Climbing Above the Mist on Exercise TOPWALK 

Mock Tower at Rivers, Manitoba 
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AIR FORCE SUMMER TRAINING 

Last summer saw the end of "Hot Pilot" training for CS C cadets, but in true Roads 
fashion the course of '63 went out in a blaze of glory, torn fabric, ground loops 
. . . . Of course, the flight line held our main interest. Who will ever forget his fIrst 
solo? That first "corn field" at Grand Bend? Or that fIrst lesson in acrobatics? 
Remember that voice that crackled over your earphones? - "022, you're cleared 
touch and bounce. . . ." 
Remember that day when you went out to start up 051? - felt pretty important - a 
regular H.P. You did your external check - yes, 051 had two wings, an engine, 
propellor .... You strapped on your parachute, climbed into the cockpit, did your 
cockpit checks and then turned and gave "thumbs up" to Joe Groundcrew. You 
turned on the mag switches and pressed the starter; the prop spun, the engine 
chugged and stopped. Joe smiled and yelled: "Turn on the fuel!" 
We may be taking secondary list training this summer, but watch out when the 
H.P.'s hit the flight line again in '66. 

Last summer the Nav cadets spent ten weeks at Stn. Winnipeg on a pre-basic 
navigation course. This included many hours of classroom lectures and two five 
hour air trips to provide an opportunity to apply classroom work and to collect 
flying pay. There was a varied sports program in which cadets were allowed to 
participate in the sport of their choice. Sun bathers were in the majority. Nightly 
leave and unrestricted weekends gave the esc cadets moments of "relaxation" in 
and around Winnipeg - especially in the Whiteshell and Kenora resort areas. 



s. 

The Technical List cadets spent their past summer at Station Centralia. The shortest 
course was Construction Engineering - a mere three weeks. Road's representative, 
Cliff Williams said hello and goodbye almost in one breath as he soon headed for 
contact training at Kamloops. Oh well, you can't win them all! The Armament 
cadets spent ten weeks watching World War II movies. When the eye strain became 
too great, these people went on a paid ($9.00 a day) to Suffield, Alberta. They saw 
a couple of explosives tests and a lot of the officers' mess. To keep things legitimate, 
the Tech/Arm characters wrote two or three exams. A question from one such exam 
was: 

If a hen and a half can lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, 
how many seeds can a monkey with a wooden leg 
kick out of a dill pickle? 

Then there were the Tech/ Tel people. They spent their ten weeks taking an electronic 
course which paralleled the Physics 23 course at the college. So, anyone can see 
that they were "one up" on the rest of us when they returned to the college last fall. 
When their eyes and fingers became hopelessly crossed trying to follow tube cir
cuits, Jim Bird, Wally Staples, and Terry Senft took off for Grand Bend, Toronto, 
Detroit, and even Timmins for a little relaxation. 
Also living in "Central Asia" were the Tech/ AE cadets: Lloyd Burnham, Gerry 
Cooper, and Pete Schultz. The ten week course encompassed many of the modern 
theories and techniques of flight. One lecture by a fellow cadet was on how to drop 
half-full fuel tanks from a Sabre to the concrete hangar floor without levelling the 
hangar. All that you need is a little luck! 
One fellow didn't get too much of a chance to take his course, or did he? Bill Pryde 
broke his ankle the second day at the station, and spent the summer with the nurses 
in the hospital. What a way to earn a living. 
In all, the past summer was a good change. A lot of work, and, just as important, 
a lot of fun made those three months enjoyable. 
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lGRADUATION 
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One Squadron 

Co rtier Flight 

FRONT ROW : Bender, Barker, Bergeron, Beale, Allum, Bennett, Archbold, Braden. 
SECOND ROW: Aune, Ayotte, Boudreau, Beese, Alpaugh, Barnes, Blackie, Allard, Argument. 
BACK ROW: Beswitherick, Blaney, Bowers, Addicott, Barber, Baker, Blake. 

Fraser Flight 

F RONT ROW: Chlsholm, Burnham, Cooper, Campbell, Davis, Bailey, Crowell, Eberle. 
SEC OND ROW: Hanbury, Chandler, Convey, Brookes, Dagert, Brown, Cooke, Earle. 
BACK ROW: Hall, Brewster, Fleming, Ferris, Chant, Lajeunnesse, Coyle. 



Two Squadron 

Champlain Flight 

FRON T ROW: Gibbons, Gibson, Godfrey, Hamilton, Jones, Elson, Guelpa, Eslary. 
SECOND ROW: Gray, Hammerschmidt, Hayes, Ezack, GriffIn, Green, Lefresne, Hare. 
BACK ROW: Gemmel, Hasse, Gowland, Hanel, Hartung, Hatton, Robertson. 

Mackenzie Flight 

FRONT ROW: Hoegi, Hinton, Payer, Wyand, Findley, Larson, Haas, Kaersvang. 
SECOND ROW: Fathers, Harrington, Gynn, Kidd, Duncan, Jakubow, Howe, Jackson, 
Larsen, Johnson. 
BACK ROW: Currie, Kenny, Knapp, Hungate, Lawrence, James, Lee R.A. 
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Three Squadron 

Hudson Flight 

FRONT ROW: Luker, Lipin, Mogan, Leitch, Perry, MacKenzie, MacMuIchy, Mott. 
SECOND ROW: Martin, Holmes, Mason, Lowdon, Mitchell, Mockford, McClennan, Mc
Alpine, Meier, Lerpiniere. 
BACK ROW: Lee N.E., McBurney, McKay, Moser, Jennings, Knapton, Kenward, Millar. 

Lasalle Flight 

FRONT ROW: Parker, Pifer, Pachal, Morrts, Needra, Mark, Pfaff, Pawlyshyn. 
SECOND ROW: Pryde, Nickles, Legaarden, Rowe P.A., Randall, Robinson, Ledsham, 
Rodrigues. 
BACK ROW: Peacock, Metcalfe, Popadynec, McDougall, Noonan, Nicol, Picken. 



Four Squadron 

Vancouver Flight 

FRONT ROW: Sheehan, Sharkey, Staples, Spotswood, Spinney, Schultze, Porter, Sherwin. 
SECOND ROW: Senft, Sherk, Rowe W.T., Orr, Bevington, Rue, Smith. 
BACK ROW: Riddolls, PetJey-Jones, Rugge, Rusconi, Scott, Stark. 

Thompson Flight 

FRONT ROW: Van Haastrecht, Wehrle, Kerr, Thompson, Skinner, Thomas, Reid, Williams 
C.N. 
SECOND ROW: Wenkoff, Struthers, Summers, Young, Winters, Wheaton, Taylor, Williams 
RL. 
BACK ROW: Watt, Van Hoorn, Fairbairn, Watkin, Weich, Taynen, Van Rooyen. 
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Ron Bergeron concentrates as the mixture 
cools. 

Junior Cadets Robinson, Welch, and 
Rusconi ponder the operation of the 
Resonance Tube. 

ACADEMIC 

LIFE 

Dr. Carlsen and Dr. Hone instruct the 
D.O.S. 's Dog in Economics and Physics to 
the amusement of academic staff members. 

Dr. Horning uses his favourite chem
ical - Calcium Chloride. 

Terry Jones and Sandy Kerr compute the 
heat of reaction. 

Glen Gibbons and Harry 
Hamilton are taught the 
operation of the Transit by 
Prof. Motherweil. 



BACKWARD 

This is probably the first issue of The Log to carry both a Foreword and a Backward. I 
have long doubted the value of the foreword to a book, for seldom is such an epic read, 
even when, as in the memorable history text by Sellar and Yeatman, it is clearly labelled 
"Compulsory". As for a Backward, I suspect, the less read the better, and Mr. Thorne has 
already assured me that this piece has been assigned a treasured spot near the end of the 
book where, like an appendix, it can remain undisturbed for years, useless, but causing no 
real trouble. 
The truth is, however, that a look backward in time can be both instructive and rewarding, 
and, in the case of Royal Roads, it is rather easy, for we do not have a very long history. 
For a while it appeared that even that short history was to come to an abrupt end, when 
the Glassco commission recommended that this institution be closed. Fortunately, at a meet
ing at Royal Roads in November of 1963, we were presented with an opportunity to describe 
the many virtues of this college; that is, to discuss our history. We were able to point to the 
very great attributes of the members of the academic wing, both in terms of teaching and 
scholarship, and to make clear that this group constituted not just a departmental but a 
national asset, which should not be broken up and dispersed. We were able to point to the 
excellence of the military training provided here and at R.M.C., and to emphasize its effective
ness by noting the very large percentage of graduates who seemed to be prepared to make 
a life-time career in their service. We were able to point with considerable pleasure, to the 
record of the graduates of Royal Roads, for not only do our cadets hold their own militarily, 
but also they have contributed to the Services Colleges' absolutely incredible record of winning 
four Rhodes Scholarships in the past five years, in addition to Athlone and other major 
awards. It would appear that our comments did have some effect, for in December of 1963 
the Minister of National Defence announced in Parliament that "Royal Roads will not be 
closed". 
It is important to remember that one does not take a backward look just to enjoy the 
scenery; the real purpose is to examine the foundations upon which one is building and so 
to be prepared to move on with greater effectiveness. We on the senior staff are not resting 
on our laurels but are continually seeking ways to do our job better. We hope that you in 
the cadet wing will do the same. 

Log Staff 
Advisor. . .. . . . . . . .. .. W.B. Thorne, 

(Acting Head, 

General Editor . 
Sub-Editors . . . 

Dept. of English) 
A.B. Wyand 

. .. J.T.O. Jones 
D.J. Skinner 

Business Editor ........ G. T.M. Findley 
Photographic Editor ......... R. Porter 
Biography Editor ....... C.J.B. Sheehan 
Sports Editor. . . . . . . . . M. M. Spotswood 
Secretary ............ J.A. Boudreau 
College Life Editor ....... J.S. Thomson 

E. S. Graham 
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Allum, F.N. 
Archbold, G.J.H.E. 
Bailey, J.A.H. 
Barker, J. R 
Beale, T.G. 
Bender, J.J. 
Bennett, R V. 
Bergeron, RA. 
Bird, J.R 
Braden, W.H. 
Burnham, L.G. 
Campbell, B. H. 
Chandler, K.J. 
Chisholm, J.E.J. 
Cooper, G.W.G. 
Crowell, W.S. 
Davis, C.RG. 
Earle, J.P. 
Eberle, RG.W. 
Elson, E.R 
Eslary, L.A. 
Ezack, RJ. 
Findley, G. T.M. 
Gibbons, J .G. 
Gibson, J .S. 
Godfrey, J.A. 
Green, RA. 
Griffm, .E.F. 
Guelpa, RD. 
Gynn, RJ.A. 
Haas, D.A. 
Hamilton, H.J. 
Harrington, D.A. 
Hinton, B. R 
Hoegi, E.M. 
Jones, J. T. O. 
Kaersvang, P.E. 
Kerr, A. 
Kidd, RD.A. 
Larson, G.B. 
Leitch, J. M. 
Lipin, S.E. 
Little, J.F. 
Luker, B.P. 
MacKenzie, D.K. 
MacMurchy, N. E. 
Mark, G.G. 
Martin, B. T. 
Mogan, B.R 
Morris, B.S. 
Mott,W.D. 
Needra, P. 
Pachal, R C. 
Parker, RD. 
Pawlyshyn, RJ. 
Payer, A.L. 
Perry, R T. 
pfaff, J. R 
Picken, J.K. 
pifer, W.R 
Porter, R W. 
Pryde, W.G. 
Reid, B.D. 
Riddolls, P.A. 
Schultze, P. R 
Senft, T.G. 
Sharkey, P. D. 
Sheehan, C.J .B. 
Sherwin, C.A. B. 
Skinner, D.J. 

CADET INDEX 

SENIORS 

459 Westview Drive 
686 Linkleas Avenue 
15 Japonica Road 
460 Howey Drive 
1228 McIntosh Street 
400 Pine Street 
Box 22 
702-2nd Street East 
825 Chamberlain Street 
2718 Roseberry Avenue 
Box 126 
329-37th Avenue S.W. 
Box 1277 
1483 Rometown Drive 
35 Ladywood Drive 
32 Guelph Street 
2275 Oak Bay Avenue 
Solihull 

1605 2A Street N.W. 
115 Hyde Park Avenue 
630 Mcintosh Street 
1310 Herod Road 

552 Fraser Avenue 
RR #1 
304 Clairveue Blvd. 
301 Clemow Avenue 
2553 Garden Street 
3 Elstree Road 
2229-24th Street S. W. 

1356 Garnet Street 
2510 Bernard Road 
Box 119 
21 Wignal Crescent 
1118 Prince Street 
3850 Broadway Avenue 
349-5th Avenue 
751 Princess Street 
90 Winniette Street 
58 Hillcrest 
11411-119 Street 
26 Brentwood Road 
10924-132 Street 
19 Magellan Bay 
519 Ash Street 
362 Granville Avenue 
181 Fallingbrook Road 
22 Tichester Road, Apt. 304 
43 Westcroft Drive 
585 Ontario Street 
2 Aifriston Crescent 
P.O. No. 241 
709 East Avenue 
1512-4 Street S.W. 
7124-82 Avenue 
RAF Medmenham 
200 Kingsview Blvd. 
331 N. Brodie Street 
399 Lindsay Street 
116 Lisgar Avenue 
7 Fernalroy Blvd. 
18 Bratty Road 
14803-91 Avenue 
Box 414 
228 Jarvis Street 
76 Brighton Avenue 
Box 296 
Fort Osbo rne Barracks 

Sudbury, Ont. 
Victoria, B. C. 

Scarborough, Ont. 
Sudbury, Ont. 
Regina, Sask. 

Gananoque, Ont. 
Claresholm, Ont. 

Cornwall, Ont. 
Port Arthur, Ont. 

Victoria, B. C. 
Rostbern, Sask. 
Calgary, Alta. 

Cold Lake, Alta. 
Port Credit, Ont. 

Winnipeg 12, Man. 
Trenton, Ont. 
Victoria, B. C. 

Worwicksbire, Eng. 
Fort San, Sask. 

Calgary, Alta. 
Hamilton, Ont. 

Fort William, Ont. 
Ottawa, Ont. 
Birnie, Man. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

Lousana, Alta. 
St. Bruno, Que. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Victoria, B. C. 
Islington, Ont. 
Calgary, Alta. 

Elgin, Ont. 
Regina, Sask. 
Windsor, Ont. 

Turtleford, Sask. 
Markham, Ont. 

Truro, N.S. 
Lachine, Que. 

Cochrane, Ont. 
Regina, Sask. 

Brantford, Ont. 
Deep River, Ont. 
Edmonton, Alta. 

Dollard des Ormeaux, Que. 
Edmonton, Alta. 

Winnipeg 22, Man. 
Winnipeg 9, Man. 

Richmond, B.C. 
Scarboro, Ont. 

Toronto 10, Ont. 
West Hill, Ont. 
Sudhury, Ont. 

Shilo, Man. 
Cut Knife, Sask. 
Kamsack, Sask. 

Calgary, Alta. 
Edmonton, Alta. 

Bucks, Eng. 
Weston, Ont. 

Fort William, Ont. 
Winnipeg 9, Man. 

Tillsonburg, Ont. 
Toronto 18, Ont. 
Downsview, Ont. 
Edmonton, Alta. 

Hodgeville, Sask. 
Fort Erie, Ont. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Kapuskasing, Ont. 

Winnipeg, Man. 



Spinney, K. E. 
Spotswood, M.:\1. 
Staples, W.D. 
Stark, G.C. 
Thomas, F.R 
Thomson, J.S. 
Van Haastrecht, J. P. 
Wehrle, P.F. 
Wenkoff, J. 
Williams, C.N. 
Williams, R L. 
Wyand, A.B. 

Addicott, J. 
Allard, E.J. 
Alpaugh, G.G. 
Aune, G.C. 
Ayotte, RC. 
Baker, E.B. 
Barber, G.N. 
Barnes, J. P. 
Beese, J.W. 
Beswitherick, K.J. 
Bevington, L.A. T. 
Blackie, J.P. 
Blake, A.J. 
Blaney, D. T. 
Boudreau, J.A 
Bowers, G.W. 
Brewster, J.D. 
Brookes, R W. 
Brown, RE. 
Chant, AD. 
Convey, J. R 
Cooke, W.C. 
Coyle, N.E. 
Currie, A.G. 
Dagert, P.J. 
Duncan, D.l. 
Fairbairn, E.D. 
Fathers, J.D. 
Ferris, L.A. 
Fleming, H.A. 
Gemmell, J.S. 
Gowland, J.R 
Gray, RB. 
Haase, D.B. 
Hall, D.S. 
Hammerschmidt, K.L. 
Hanbury, RL. 
Hane~ G.H. 
Hare, J.G. 
Hartung, H. E. 
Hatton, J.T. 
Hayes, R.W. 
Holmes, B.A. 
Howe, T.C. E. 
Hungate, E. F. 
Jackson, E.J. 
Jakubow, S.B. 
James, J.H. 
Jennings, T.C. 
Johnson, C.G.C. 
Kenny, G.D. 
Kenward, L. R. 
Knapp, J.B. 

13 Livingston Avenue 
285 Helmcken Road 
606 Young Street 
9940-88 Avenue 
19 LeCaron Street 
438-13th Avenue :-.J.E. 
22 Allenhurst Drive 
354 Patricia Avenue 
Box 62 
Box 862 

Grimsby, Ont. 
Victoria, B. C. 

Porcupine, Ont. 
Grande Prairie, Alta. 

Deep River, Ont. 
Calgary, Alta. 
Islington, Ont. 

Willowdale, Ont. 
Major, Sask. 

Innisfail, Alta. 
Ste. 5, 10360-127 A Street 
2753 Ralph Devlin Drive 

North Surrey, B.C. 
Halifax, N.S. 

JUN IORS 

Glace Bay, N.S. 
Port Arthur, Ont. 

Led uc, Alta. 
Flin Flon, Man. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Ottawa 8, Ont. 

Greenwood, N.S. 
Toronto, Ont. 

Waterloo, Ont. 
New Liskeard, Ont. 

Richmond, B.C. 
Edmonton, Alta. 

Windsor, Ont. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Sydney, N.S. 
Regina, Sask. 

St. Catharines, Ont. 
Langley, B.C. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Amherstburg, Ont. 

Ottawa 3, Ont. 
Richmond, B.C. 

St. Boniface, Man. 
Chateauguay, P.Q. 

Saskatoon, Sask. 
Parry Sound, Ont. 

Greenwood, N.S. 
Ottawa 8, Ont. 

Brandon, Man. 
Wawanesa, Man. 

Downsview, Ont. 
Stratford, Ont. 
St. Jean, P.Q. 

Sault Ste Marie, Ont. 
St. Catha rines, Ont. 
Ville Lafleche, P. Q. 

Vancouver, B.C. 
Weston, Ont. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

Willowdale, Ont. 
Agincourt, Ont. 

Smith Falls, Ont. 
Toronto, Ont. 

Fort Erie, Ont. 
Camp Borden, Ont. 

Downsview, ant. 
Holden, Alta. 
, elson, B. C. 

Hamilton, Ont. 
Norquay, Sask. 

Goose Bay, Nnd. 
Deleau, Man. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

Knapton, D.W. 
Lajeunnesse, G.J. 
Larsen, M. R 
Lawrence, R C. 
Ledshaw, H.C. 
Lee, N.E. 
Lee, RA 
LeFresne, W.J.J. 
Legaarden, J. T. 
Lowdon, D.C. 
MacKay, L.R 
McAlpine, R W. 
McBurney, T.J. 
McClennan, M.W. 
McDougall, D.S. 
Mason, C.M.B. 
Meier, G.W. 
Metcalfe, T.J. 
Millar, B.W. 
Mitchell, K. R 
Mockford, D.H. 
Moser, J.W. 
Nickles, N.A. 
Nicol, L.J. 
Noonan, B.W. 
Orr, J.L. 
Peacock, J.G. 
Petley-Jones, E. W. 
Popadynec, O.G. 
Randall, J.L. 
Robertson, H.A 
Robinson, RJ. 
Rodrigues, G. P.A 
Rowe, P.A. 
Rowe, W.T. 
Rue, D. R 
Rugge, R.A. 
Rusconi, A.G. 
Scott, P.K. 
Sherk, W.D. 
Smith, L.B. 
Struthers, D. B. 
Summers, K.J. 
Taylor, R E. 
Taynen, J.V. 
Van Hoorn, J.C.W. 
Van Rooyen, O. E. 
Watkin, J.B. 
Watt,J.V. 
Welch, M.J. 
Wheaton, W. B. 
Winters, L.M. 
Young, RJ. 

Bella Coola, B.C. 
Hull, P.Q. 

Moose Jaw, Sask. 
Ottawa, Ont. 
Ottawa, Ont. 

Fort William, Ont. 
Peterborough, Ont. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Downsview, Ont. 

Swan River, Man. 
Hopewell, N.S. 

London, Ont. 
Hartney, Man. 

Don Mills, Ont. 
Rodney, Ont. 

Winnipeg, Man. 
Regina, Sask. 
Langley, B.C. 

Winnipeg, Man. 
Winnipeg, Man. 
Willowdale, Ont. 

Glanford Station, Ont. 
Stratford, Ont. 

Richmond, B.C. 
N. Batlleford, Sask. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Barrie, Ont. 

Halifax, N.S. 
Montreal, P.Q. 

Winnipeg, Man. 
Schomberg, Ont. 

Saskatoon, Sask. 
Greenwood, N.S. 

Cobourg, Ont. 
Sudbury, Ont. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Kitimat, B. C. 
Regina, Sask. 

N. Port Credit, Ont. 
Hamilton, Ont. 

Cold Lake, Alta. 
Camp Petawawa, Ont. 

Ottawa, Ont. 
Montreal, P.Q. 
Oakville, Ont. 

Trinidad, W.l. 
Sarnia, Ont. 

Cold Lake, Alta. 
N. Vancouver, B.C. 
Lloydminster, Sask. 

Newport, N.S. 
St. Catharines, Ont. 
Sherwood Pk., Alta. 
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EX -CADETS 
This year The Log takes pleasure 

in dedicating this section 
to those "Ex-Cadets" now serving overseas! 

THE GHANA MILITARY ACADEMY 

An Aerial View of the Academy 

The Ghana Military Academy is situated six miles East of Accra the capital of Ghana, and with
in hearing distance of the Gulf of Guinea. The academy is located amongst tall palm and mango 
trees, which enham:e the tropical atmosphere of the locale. 
The academy was reorganized in its present form in April 1960. It had been the Regular Officers 
Special Training School for the Royal West African Frontier Force where potential officers received 
basic training before going to military academies overseas. The present Ghana Military Academy 
gives cadets of the three armed services officer training. The training is designed to give the cadet 
a broad view of his profession and his responsibilities as a servant of the state, and to develop 
the military characteristics of leadership, man management, sense of discipline and duty. The 
Army cadets receive all their training at the academy. The Air Force and Naval cadets receive 
basic training then proceed to the Flying Training School, Takoradi, and the Naval cadets 
proceed to the Britannia Royal Naval College in the United Kingdom. 
The capacity of the academy is for 200 cadets although at present there are only 140 cadets in 
residence. 
Young men wishing to enter the academy must be physically fit , Ghanaian Citizens between the 
age of 17 and 23 and must possess the West African School certificate, which is similar to Junior 
Matriculation in Canada. The applicants go through a selection procedure which is not unlike 
the selection routine that Air Force and Navy ROTP applicants go through in Canada. The 
candidates who qualify, join the intake in early October of every year for a term of 2 years. 
In addition to military training, the cadets re('"eive an equal amount of academic instruction. The 
academic training stresses science, mathematics and social science, because it is realized that the 
knowledge of science is essential if the officers are to understand their increasingly complicated 
war equipment. 
The cadets take part in additional activities designed to broaden their horizons and develop their 
leadership qualities. All cadets play inter-platoon team sports such as Hockey (English variety), 
Soccer, Basketball, Volleyball and Boxing. There are many extra-mural activities such as sailing, 
photography, adventure, handicrafts and drama. 
The cadets in Ghana are just as busy as the cadets in Canada. They live in one storey concrete 
block in which 2 cadets share a room. They have their own mess which they administer. The 
Cadet Mess is very nice and can be compared with the best Officers' Mess in Canada. They have 
a bar that they can patronize but few can find the time to take advantage of it. 
The normal working day begins at 0530 hrs six days a week. The post breakfast parade is 
with rifles and is held at 0650 hrs, and classes begin at 0730 until 1330 hrs. Lunch is served 
between 1345-1415 hrs. A short siesta normally follows lunch and sports from 1530 hrs to 1730. 
At 1830 dinner is served followed by compulsory study until 2130 hrs. 2230 lights out. 



After the first six weeks, the cadets are allowed passes to Accra on Thursdays and weekends, if 
they are not under restrictions. Cadets seldom can afford more than one pass per week. The 
demands of the rigourous program of training does not allow much free time. 
Throughout their training and particularly during their fmal year, the cadets are given positions 
of command and responsibility for minor discipline, and administration of their own platoons. 
Wru.te in training, officer cadets are paid at the rate of $45.00 per month, rising to a maximum 
of $75.00 Canadian equivalent. They also receive a clothing allowance and free laundry. 
When they are Commissioned, their salary increases to $1,890.00 per year which is a good wage 
in West Africa. 
On successful completion of their course, the cadets are commissioned as Second Lieutenants or 
equivalent into the various units of the Ghana Armed Forces. 
The Ghana Air Force uses Beaver, Otter and Caribou aircraft manufactured in Canada at the 
DeHavilland plant in Downsview, Toronto. 
The opportunities for young officers in Ghana are very good. Time spent in rank is shorter than 
in Canada and the young officers have heavy responsibility thrust on them at a very early age. 
The professional way in which they discharge their duties is complimentary to the Ghana Military 
Academy and its training program. 

President Kwame Nkrumah during Graduation Ceremonies of September 6, 1963 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND LIFE IN GHANA 

FjL A.N. Morin, graduated from Royal Roads in 1951 and from RMC in 1953. He joined the 
RCAF as a pilot and served with Training Command until 1961 when he was transferred to 
Air Transport Command based in Trenton, Ontario. 
FjL Morin arrived at the Ghana Military Academy in July '62. He is the only Air Force Officer 
at the academy, where his job is promoting the Air Force, selecting potential Air Force officers, 
and giving these cadets specialized Air Force training before they proceed to the Flying Training 
School in Takoradi. He is accompanied by his wife and young three year old son. 
Life in Ghana is not unlike life in a Canadian PMQ. Many things are not available, such as 
fresh milk and certain fresh vegetables but so is snow! The temperature is very steady the year 
round. The daytime temperature is always in the mid eighties, very seldom going into the low 
nineties, and the night time temperature is always between the mid and high seventies. There are 
over 325 days per year of sunshine, and Parties are usually held outside because of the predictably 
good weather. 
Ghana is an ex-English Colony where British traditions abound. Cars are driven on the left-hand 
side of the road, and the money system is the pound with its shillings and pence. Ghana is a land 
of opportunity for the skilled and the hard working. 
Three other ex-Royal Roads Cadets are at the Ghana Military Academy. They are Captains 
Gary Hunt, Robert Dallison, and Paul Robeson. Their job is also one of training the cadets at 
the Academy. We all are part of the Canadian Armed Forces Training Team to Ghana, a con
tingent of about 30 officers headed by Col. Deanne-Freeman, also an RMC graduate. 
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Class of '45 
by N.S. Jackson 

It is now nineteen years since the term graduated from Royal 
Roads, and it is rather nice to say that it was not difficult 
to track most of us down. There are some who are no longer 
with us, and I know we all have fond memories of the 
good times we shared with them. Any errors in information 
are regretted but here goes: -
OTTAWA - On the civilian side we have Jack Farquhar 
in the insurance business, Peter Cornell keeping the Bank 
of Canada on the right track and a Commander in the 
Reserves, Dennis Evans as an authority on business, Wally 
White with Computing Devices of Canada. At Naval Head
quarters are Dick Carle with Commanding Officer of a 
destroyer escort ahead, Roger Dickinson in the Air Engineer
ing world, John McRuer working with the Scientists, Bill 
Ogle designing ships, and John Tucker making sure our 
logistics are well looked after. 
MONTREAL - Our Montreal correspondent reports that 
Bill Tetley and Peter Mackell are in the same law flffil, Paul 
Samson now in business in the city, Bob Hampson is an 
authority on insurance, Bob Mulland has now returned 
from Venezuela and the United Kingdom. The navy's rep
resentative in Montreal is E.J. Dawson in charge of an 
engineering project team. 
TORONTO - The muster list for Toronto is small but 
able, with Roger Morris in law and Bob Stone in the invest
ment business. Peter Lawson is located not far away in 
Peterborough. Oh yes, Red Wilkes is the navy's ambassador 
attending the RCAF Staff College and some say has grown 
a beard too. Not far away in Hamilton, Stan Mitchell is 
on the staff of the Commanding Officer Naval Divisions. 
WINNIPEG - It is said that Doug Everett and George 
Wither worked well together on the Liberal team in the last 

election. News from the prairies is harder to get these days, 
as no one seems to have that hour's stopover anymore in 
the train to look up one's old friends. 
VANCOUVER - It is understood that Graham Dawson 
just keeps on constructing things out west, and a fairly new 
arrival in town is Al Sutherland in the field of law. 
VICTORIA - There are only two west coasters in our navy 
at present, George McMorris in command of our only 
submarine and Geoff Hilliard doing fish head time and we 
hear that he is now Executive Officer of a destroyer escort. 
HALIFAX - In Halifax we find on the Admiral's Staff 
John Dubrille in an Engineering role and Tom Hebbert as 
a weapons expert. At sea are Norm Jackson in command of 
a frigate, Peter Birch-Jones as Executive Officerofa destroyer 
escort and soon to go to the RCAF Staff College, and 
Trevor Roberts on the staff of our Senior Officer at sea. 
Don Radford is exchanging his uniform for civilians shortly. 
On the civilian side we have Bill Lover forever sailing and 
Red Slocombe with the best kind of business form on the 
market. 
ABROAD - Our members outside Canada are quite large, 
and we found Dave Common is in London with a medical 
practice and parish in the London Dock area, Chris Wank
lyn is heard of on the CBC and sometimes in print from 
somewhere in Algeria, Dave Mather is in Neeah, Wisconsin. 
Our service representatives abroad include Glen de Rosenroll, 
in Norfolk, Virginia, Harvie Cocks and Andy McMillin 
enjoying sunny Hawaii, and Brian Mackay in London, 
England. 
To those not mentioned I know we all give them a term 
"GENERAL SALUTE PRESENT ARMS". 

Class of ' 46 
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NAME 
Allan, T. S. 

Ashfield , J. Mc. 

Balmer, Ralph 
Bannister, P. G. (Dr.) 

Blackburn, K. W. 

Brais, J. P. 

Brown, R. C. 

Campbell, A. P. 

Clokie, H. M. 

CHILDREN 
2 

4 

o 

3 

3 

3 

Single 

HOME 
57 Wedgewood Avenue, 
Rockingham, Nova Scotia. 

140 Brian Avenue, 
London, Ontario. 

360 Elm Avenue, 
Montreal, P.Q. 
24 Lyngby Avenue, 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. 

148 Stonehenge Road, 
Beaconsfield, P. Q. 

28 Oak Hill Drive, 
Rockingham, Nova Scotia. 

2908 Irene Terrace, 
Victoria, B. C. 

20 Bayard Lane, 
Princeton, New Jersey. 

APPOINTMENT OR POSITION 
Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N. 

H.M.C.S. Shearwater, 
Shearwater, Nova Scotia. 

Business Administration 
Course, 

University of Western Ont., 
London, Ontario. 

? 
Pediatrician 

Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N. 
o I C Tactics Section, 

Weapons Division, 
H.M.C.S. Stadacona, 

Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
Comm. Sales Manager, 

Northern ElectriC, 
Montreal, P.Q. 

Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N., 
Commanding Officer, 

H.M.C.S. New Waterford, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N., 
Commanding Officer, 
H.M.C.S. Jonquiere, 

HMC Dockyard, 
Esquimalt, B.C. 

Radiological Officer, 
Socony Mobil Oil, 

Pennington, New Jersey. 



Culham, G. E. 4 3432 Henderson Road, Lt. Cmdr., RC.N., 
Victoria, B. C. Supply Officer, 

H.M.C.S. Margaree, 
c/o F.M.O., 

Victoria, B.C. 
Des Brisay, J. T. 3 34 South Drive, Lawyer-Partner, 

Toronto, Ontario. Brock, Kelly, Des Brisay and Guthrie, 
165 University Avenue, 

Toronto, Ontario. 
Donald, J. B. 3 104 Slayter Street, Lt. Cmdr., RC.N. 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. Executive Officer, 
H.M.C.S. Nootka, 

Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
Dunbar, F. J. 3 2431 Currie Road, Lt. Cmdr. , RC.N., 

Victoria, B.C. Staff Officer (Comm.) 
Maritime Commander (Pacific), 

HMC Dockyard, 
Esquimalt, B.C. 

Dunn, Jack S. Captain, Provost Company, RM.P., 
Canadian Armed Forces Europe 

Dyment, D. R Apt. 615, 16 Rosedale Road, Vice President, 
Toronto, Ontario. Dyment Limited, 

245 Carlaw Avenue, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Elsey, N. F. 4 169 Regatta Avenue, Security Salesman, 
Pointe Claire, P.Q. Wood·Gundy Limited, 

Montreal, P.Q. 
Fisher, J. P. 4 38 Forden Crescent, Manager of Manufacturing, 

Westmount 6, P.Q. Standard Products Group, 
Dominion Engineering. 

Montreal, P.Q. 
Fitzgerald, M. J. R 2 4 Elizabeth Drive, Lt., RC.N., 

Armdale, Nova Scotia. H.M.C.S. Stadacona, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

Frost, H. L. 2 201 Colleen Crescent, Trust Officer, 
Aneaster, Ontario. Canada Pennanent Trust Co., 

Hamilton, Ontario. 
Fulford, G. T. III 2 Prescott Road , Canadian Manager, 

R R #1, G. T. Fulford Company, 
Brockville, Ontario. Also· 

Secretary-Treasurer, 
St. Lawrence Water 

Conditioning Limited. 
Fulton, J. A. 2 38 Arundel Avenue, Cmdr., RC.N., 

Ottawa 7, Ontario. Duty with PMMS, 
N.D.H.Q., 

Ottawa, Ontario. 
Hannah, W. J. (Dr.) 4 21 Warren Road, Obstetrician, 

Toronto, Ontario. Women's College Hospital, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Hase, C. B. 2 466 Constance Avenue, Lt. Cmdr., RC.N., 
Victoria, B. C. Pacific Naval Laboratory, 

HMC Dockyard, 
Esquimalt, B.C. 

Hughes, W. A. 2 40 Downsway, Lt. Cmdr., RC.N., 
Sanderstead, Staff Officer T.A.S., 
Surrey, England. H.M.C.S. Niobe, 

Grosvenor Square, 
London, England. 

Hunter, A. T. (Dr.) 4 135 Wychwood Place, Physician, 
London, Ontario. 469 Waterloo Street, 

London, Ontario. 
Hyatt, G. C. 4737 Selkirk Street, President, 

Vancouver, B.C. Evergreen Press Ltd. 
1070 S.E. Marine Drive, 

Vancouver, B. C. 
Ker, J. S. 2 "Malahide", Managing Director, 

Port Talbot, Port Talbot Farms Ltd. 
R R # 1, Fingal, Ontario. 

Lanning, R G. 4 278 Trent Road, Vice President, 
Belleville, Ontario. Lanning Limited, 

Belleville, Ontario. 
Lewis, K. D. 2 Lt. Cmdr., RC.N., 

McCrimmon, D. B. 2 76 Bessborough Drive, Lawyer, 
Toronto 7, Ontario. Tilley, Carson, Findlay and Wedd, 

B.N.S. Building, 
Bay and King Streets, 

Toronto, Ontario. 
McCulloch, P. L. S. 4 1132 Goodwin Street, Lt. Cmdr., RC.N., 
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Victoria, B. C. Staff Officer (N.D.), 

F.O.P.C., 
Esquimalt, B.C. 

McDonald, J . H. 2 307 Boreham Blvd., President and General Manager, 
Tuxedo, Dom. Briquettes and Chemicals Limited, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 510 Electric Railway Chambers, 

Winnipeg 2, Manitoba. 
McGibbon, J. I. 38 Warren Road, General Manager, 

Toronto, Ontario. Panelboard Division, 
Abitibi Power and Paper Co. Ltd., 

408 University Avenue, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Manore, J. I. 2 4808 Cola Drive, Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N., 
McLean, Virginia, U.S.A. Staff Officer (C), 

H.M.C.S. Niagara, 
2450 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., 

Washington, D.C. 
Martin, J . T. 2 13 Firefly Terrace, Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N., 

Shearwater, Nova Scotia. H.M.C.S. Shearwater, 
Shearwater, Nova Scotia. 

Martin, M. A. 3 2527 Thompson Avenue, Cmdr., R.C.N., 
Victoria, B. C. H.M.C.S. Skeena, 

Esquimalt, B.C. 
Maynard, Y. B. 2 8500 Pelham Road, Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N., 

Bethesda 14, Md., U.S.A. Staff Officer 
Air Engineering, 

H.M.C.S. Niagara, 
Washington, D.C. 

Miller, R. P. (Dr.) 3 20 Fairway Crescent, Psychiatrist, 
Brockville, Ontario. Ontario Hospital, 

Brockville, Ontario. 
Mills, K. D. (Dr.) Single Apt. 207, Psychiatrist, 

4851 Cote St. Luc Road, Suite 800, 
Montreal 29, P.Q. 1538 Sherbrooke St. W., 

Montreal 25, P.Q. 
Milner, C. W. D. 4 1925 10th Avenue N.W., Geologist, 

Calgary, Alberta. Imperial Oil, 
Calgary, Alberta. 

Morse, P. S. 262 Ash Street, Barrister, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Aikins, Macaulay and Co., 

Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Nicolls, J. P. R. 6 1376 West 33rd Avenue, Director, 

Vancouver 9, B. C. Macauley, Nicolls, Maitland Limited, 
435 Home Street, 
Vancouver, B. C. 

Nixon, C. R. P.O. Box 322, Cmdr., RC.N., 
R.R. 112, Ottawa, Ontario. Director of Systems Engineering, 

N.D.H.Q., Ottawa, Ontario. 
Norton, N. St. C. 3 #2 Gatehouse, Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N., 

Royal Mllitary College, Naval Staff Officer and 
Kingston, Ontario. Assoc. Professor, 

Kingston, Ontario. 
Odell, R K. Single 206 Maple Lane, Lt. Cmdr., RC.N., 

Ottawa 2, Ontario. A/DSDC (SB), 
N.D.H.Q., 

Ottawa, Ontario. 
Ormsby, A. J. 2 Statesman, Vice President, 

2200 Street N.W., Dover Corporation, 
Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C. 

Osborne, G. W. 3 32 Todd Road, Assistant Manager, 
Agincourt, Ontario. Export Sales, 
Phone AX. 3-6080 Abitibi Sales Co. Ltd., 

408 University Avenue, 
Toronto 2, Ontario. 
Phone EM. 3-565l. 

Pearce, G. D. 4+ H.M.C.S. Cornwallis, Lt. Cmdr., R.C.N., 
Cornwallis, Nova Scotia. Communications Division, 

Fleet School, 
H.M.C.S. Cornwallis 

Peers, R. C. K. 3 642 Bathurst Avenue, Commander, R. C. N., 
Ottawa, Ontario. Asst. Director Naval Plans, 

N.D.H.Q., Ottawa. 
Prouse, F . D. 4 35 Hugill Street, President, 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. Frank Prouse Motors Ltd., 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 

Smith, R. w. 2 389 Roxborough Avenue, Journalist, 
Rockdiffe Park, Ottawa Journal, 
Ottawa, Ontario. also runs farm at 

Carp, Ontario. 
Stach on, J . A. R R. #2, Commander, RC.N.,~ 
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Bell's Corners, Ontario. Asst. Director, 
Weapons Systems, 

N.D. H.Q., Ottawa, Ontario. 

Titus, A. C. 
Thompson, J. G. 5 

Deceased 
1674 Louise Blvd., 
London, Ontario. 

Part-time beef farmer. 

President, 
Su pertest Petroleum Corp., 

London, Ontario. 
Wiley, F. F. 5 2827 Nortb Wisconsin St., 

Racine, Wisconsin. 
Director, 

International Marketing, 
S. C. Johnson and Son Limited, 

Racine, Wisconsin. 
Lt. Cmdr., RC.N. , 

Staff of DGFE, 
N.D.H.Q., Ottawa, Ontario. 

Wilkins, B. L. 2 3136 Quesnel Avenue, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

Wilson, W. B. 

Wisener, R. A. 4 

Zimmerman, A. H. 4 

21 Brent Avenue, 
R R #3, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
220 Bay Street, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

15 Edgar Avenue, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Cmdr., RC.N., 
Asst. Director Officer Personne~ 

N.D.H.Q., Ottawa, Ontario. 
Director, 

Wisener, McKellar and Company, 
220 Bay Street, 

Toronto, Ontario. 
Comptroller, 

Noranda Mines, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Total reported as married - 53 
Total reported as single - 3 
Total Children - 145 1/2 
Average children per married ex-<:adet - 2.8 

Class of '48 

by J.D.W. Bridgman 

The following list contains theeffortsofafew of the members 
of the Term of 1946-48 at present living in Ottawa, and 
their wives, where applicable, to recall the whereabouts, 
marital status, and, in fact, anything of the various other 
members of the Term. Some of the news will be out of date, 
more will be wrong, but it is hoped that at least enougb is 
right to make the beating of our brains worthwhile, if for 
no other reason than to fLll the gap which has appeared 
over the last few years in the Ex-Cadet Section of the Log 
in the spot where our Term should be sitting. 
ANDREW, J. V. - "Jock" is a Lieutenant-Commander in 
the RCN, is married to Jan, and has two children. At 
present, he is residing in the land of lotus-eaters, on the 
West Coast, and works in the Engineering Department of 
HMC Dockyard, Esquirnalt, B.C. 
ATWOOD, J. G. C. - "Cluey" is also a Lieutenant-Com
mander in the RCN, but for his sins is with the Director 
General of Aircraft in Naval Headquarters in Ottawa. He 
is married, and he and his wife have two children. We 
understand that there has been a very recent arrival; so 
possibly the score is three. 
BALSON, N. C. - Craig is with "Cluey" with the Director 
General of Aircraft in the wilderness of Naval Headquarters. 
He is married to Mildred and, we believe, has a brood 
(two?) of young American-Canadians. 
BLAIS, B. - Brian was studying at MIT in 1957! 
BOOTH, A. E. - "Boots" is a diver. He is also other 
things, but for this account, he is a Lieutenant-Commander 
in the RCN in the Directorate of Fighting Equipment Require
ments in Naval Headquarters looking after trained navy 
seals. He is married, and he and Joan have three ° flippers." 
BRIDGMAN, H. D. W. - Hamish is also one of the " lucky" 
members of the Term to be in Naval Headquarters where 

he is Assistant Naval Co-ordinator on the staff of the Vice 
Chief of the Naval Staff. He is a Lieutenant-Commander, 
is single, and drives an MG.B. 
BRIERE, M. J. - We understand that this famous product 
of Stanislas College is now a prominent lawyer in Dorion, 
P.Q. Marc has done many things since leaving Royal Roads 
including running a newspaper, indulging in politics, getting 
married to Andree and producing a whole squadron of 
"froggettes ". 
CARPENTER, G. S. - Sam is a Chartered Accountant, 
where, we don't know, but probably in Montreal, although 
a sudden sell on the stock market a few years ago led us 
to believe he joined the Canadian Chemical and Cellulose 
Co. He is married and had one girl by our 1958 records. 
COSTIN, F. W. - Frank is married to June, has two 
children, is the Executive Officer of HMCS KOOTENAY and 
at present lives in Halifax. 
COUGHTRY, T. - Tim was last heard of selling insurance 
in Philadelphia (1958). 
COWLEY, G. A. - George left Royal Roads with the inten
tion of joining the Department of External Affairs. The 
intervening period, however, as always with George as you 
might guess, has been anything but the normal progression 
of a hopeful, embryonic Foreign Service Officer. George 
intermingled bouts of university with trips to darkest Africa 
and cruises with the Navy. At times, he sold advertising 
space in a travel magazine to Eskimos and to Ubangis; 
he escaped indefinite incarceration in a newly formed republic 
by hiding in a ladies room; and he visited Cuba long 
enough to bring the world to the brink of war. But George 
ended right side up to attend a Japanese University and 
become a member of the Canadian diplomatic corps. George 
is now in Ottawa at the Far Eastern Desk in the Depariment 
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of External Affairs. 
CURRIE, D. G. - Years ago "Pusser-Don" was in the 
Navy as a light-bulb twister. Then he moved to Regina to 
start an American Separatist Group. 
HILL, P. G. - "Pierre Colline" was seen in the Mess at 
HMCS BYTOWN in 1954. He is now believed to be in 
Australia selling insurance. 
KNOX, J. H. W. - Jim is a plumber in the RCN and at 
present is the Senior Engineer in HMCS BONAVENTURE 
in Halifax, N.S. He is married and is believed to have one 
off-spring. 
LABELLE, H. P. -"Turbo" is an architect with his father's 
firm in Montreal, and is prominent in the design of churches. 
He is married and is believed to have produced four "Kilo
watts." 
LECKIE, R - Robin is, at present, at the Fleet School in 
Montreal but he is soon to be moving to HMCS SHEAR
WATER as Captain's Secretary. Robin has a noble beard, 
and is an enthusiastic skier and sailor. In addition, his 
ancestral blood has stirred within him so that on occassions, 
such as St. Andrew's Day, he may be seen dressed in the 
best highland tradition performing flings and dervishes in 
the Montreal area. 
LISTER, F. A. C. -"Ted" is a school teacher at the On
tario School for Retarded Children in Toronto for which his 
unbounding sense of humour and patience make hjm most 
suited. He is married to Ivy and between prospecting for 
diamonds has raised five children. 
LOWE, A. G. - Algy is the Commanding Officer of HMCS 
LA HULLOISE in Halifax, N.S., and has been so for al
most two years, during which time he has successfully kept 
his ship off the beach. We understand that he has achieved 
other more militarily important distinctions but the one 
mentioned is good enough to show that Algy is away to 
the races. He is well married to a good bluenoser, Ruthie, 
and has two children who despite their youth can take on 
a cage of lions without turning a hair. 
MC ALLISTER, R J. - Bobby, we believe, is with Con
solidated Mining and Smelting in Trail, B.C. and has at 
least three small fry (as of 1957). 
MC BURNEY, R B. N. - Bob is in Stratford, Ontario, 
as the manager of an American firm after taking a course 
in Business Administration at the University of Western 
Ontario. Early in his notable career, he was an engineer 
but changed to what now seems a most successful occupation. 
MC CUBBIN, E. - Ernie is an electrical engineer in the 
RCN and, at present, is the Squadron Technical Officer in 
HMCS RESTIGOUGHE for the Fifth Escort Squadron. He 
is married to Sheila and has two young'uns. Ernie is reported 
to be as relaxed as ever but has slipped in his chess-playing 
ability. Somebody beat him once. 
MC DONALD, D. A. - The RCN decided that the RN need
ed someone to play Drake's Drum and so "Buttons" was 
sent to HMS "Vernon" on exchange where he is on the 
Tactical Staff. He and Marge have four small "buttons". 
MILES, J. F. - "Gunder" is with the Director General of 
Fighting Equipment at Naval Headquarters chasing under
water amps. Jim skis as he played rugby - he has a broken 
thumb. He is single. 
MC INTYRE, P. D. - Phone the Bell Telephone to find out 
where P. D. Is. We got no answer but he is there some
where. 
MORRIS, A. F. - Al is now the Executive Assistant to the 
General Manager of National Seafood Products in Halifax, 

having left the Navy early trus year. He is married to Helen 
and we believe that they have three children. 
MORTON, J. P. - "Wabbit" is with the Director of Naval 
Training in Naval Headquarters where he has been for 
many moons. He is married to Peggy and the "Wabbits" 
have two additions in their burrow. 
MURISON, V. A. H. -Vern also is in Naval Headquarters. 
From the number of the Term here, it is obvious why the 
RCN is so efficient. Vern is with the Director of Fighting 
Equipment Requirements, is married to Phyllis, has three 
children, controls a side on the stock market and continues 
to win every sweepstake he enters. How lucky can you be -
to be married to Phyllis, that is, and win cars. 
OSBORNE, F. J. F. - "Ozzie", we believe, is one of the top 
electronic engineers with Marconi. 
PLANT, H. H. W. - Hugh is at present the Executive 
Officer of the new Destroyer Escort, HMCS YUKON, with 
home port in Halifax. He is married to Anne and has four 
spriglings. 
POITRAS, J. P. - Jean is an engineer in Montreal. 
PRATT, D. H. - Denny looks like Denny without hair, 
almost. He is a Lieutenant-Commander with the Director 
General of Fighting Equipment in Naval Headquarters. He 
is married to Dorothy and they have two little "glow worms". 
PRICE, H. L. - Lucky Eddy is with Seagrams in Toronto. 
PROVOST, J. M. - Jenny is practicing law in the city of 
Montreal. He is married but we were unable to determine 
how many young marsuials have resulted. He and Marc 
Briere have worked together on some legal jobs; at least 
we hope they were legal. 
ROWLANDS, A. C. - Horse is with RCA in Brockville 
and has at least one child. 
SIRCOM, G. R C. - Buck runs the Navy in Windsor, N.S. 
In rus spare time, he works with the Canadian Gypsum 
Company. He was married to Hilary about two years ago 
and has one flbuckette". 
SMITH, W. N. - Smitty was with a ftrm of Chartered 
Accountants in Stratford but they realized that Waiter should 
go far, so he left to become the City Treasurer in Kingston, 
Ont. Smitty is married and has one progeny. 
TILDEN, W. B. - Walter is the Canadian name in car 
rentals in Ottawa. He is frequently seen on the ski slopes 
with a whole tribe of "compacts" berund him. Jane and he 
have at least five we believe. 
WATSON, J. F. - Jack is on the West Coast as the Exec
utive Officer of HMCS FRASER How he managed it, as 
he comes from Victoria, we don't know. Nevertheless, he is 
well ensconced there with rus wife Diana and four boisterous 
children. 
WHYTE, G. B. - He did play in a band. 
WHYTE, R A. - R.A. is in the Navy and is the Executive 
Officer of HMCS STETTLER. He sold his car and got 
married. 
YOUNG, R J. - Robbie is at the Joint Maritime Warfare 
School in HMCS STADACONA as an instructor with the 
tactical trainer. He lives on a vast estate at Mlsquodoboit 
Harbour in the summer, and a smaller estate here in the 
winter, as the river floods over hjs back forty. He and Jane 
have four fast growing and exuberant children. 
RIDDELL - We were unable to trace. Then there was 
Cadet VEGINA who we believe still hasn't collected his 
seventy-five cents, and BEAUCHAMP who is still sleeping 
in the cable locker. 

We wish that we could have ended this list on such a jovial 
note, but the last years have also brought with them much 
sadness for members of our Term. On October, 1963 we read 
with shock that H. B. W. SHEASBY had been killed in an 
accident while flying with 3 Fighter Wing in Germany. And 
again, in October, 1963 we learned with great sadness that 
F. D. MALLOCH had died at home after an illness. Bruce 
and David had very important parts to play in the composi
tion of our Term and each will be remembered for their 
great senses of humour and the comradeship they provided. 
We considered that little needs to be added to what we all 
know of them already to describe the depth of the loss which 
was felt by all the Term upon hearing of their deaths. We 
only hope that the knowledge of the rugh regard with which 
the Term held David and Bruce will be of some comfort to 
their immediate relations with whom we share the loss. 
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Class of '51 

by Ted Kolber 

BLACK, A. R. - Is a Construction Engineer with McNam
ara Construction Ontario Ltd. , and is married with one 
daughter. A R. was called to the Ontario Bar as a barrister 
and solicitor in April, and attended along with many of the 
class, the 10 year reunion of the RMC Class of '53 in 
September. His address is 5 Northcrest Rd., Weston, Ontario. 
CAMPBELL, J. D. - 1 A1irnston Road, Scarborough, Ont. 
John is a medical doctor and is married. 
CAMPBELL, J. M. - Recently retired from RCN. Now in 
England seeking employment. Two children. 
CHALMERS, J . D. -635 Baxwood St., North Bay, Ont. 
Dave is a Sales Engineer with Shell Oil. He and Buz have 
three boys, Cameron (7), Duncan (5), and Gordon (3). 
CLARK, J. N. - 266 Hickson Ave., St. Lambert, P.Q. 
Tony is sales engineer with Canadian Pratt and Whitney 
Aircraft. He and Marg have two girls, Victoria (10) and 
Nancy (6). 
CRESSEY, N. E - 2308 Lancing Ave., Calgary, Alberta. 
Norm is an Engineer and Construction Manager for Primary 
Operations, Engineering Homes, Calgary, Alberta. He is 
married with three children. 
DZ IOBA, L. A. - At present Larry is an exchange officer 
with the Royal Navy, RN Gunnery Establishment, HMS 
Excellent, Portsmouth. He is married with three children, 
and comments on the pay increase as being the most exciting 
peacetime event. He can be reached at 28 Links Lane, 
Rowland's Castle, Hampshire, England. 
EDWARDS, R. B. - 130 Main St., Newmarket, Ont. Ric 
is an MD specializing in anaesthesia. He and Beryl have 
one girl , Susan (4). 
GRANT, R. J. - Jones House, the University of New 
Brunswick, Fredericton, N. B. Dick is instructing in Geology. 
and also doing some postgrad work. 
HITESMAN, R. 1. - Squadron Operations Officer, Second 
Escort Squadron at Esquimalt (lUCky dog has been there fo!:,. 
5 years). His time is up and he will be moving to Halifax 
soon. Three children. 
KE RR, N. S. - A hard guy to keep track of, but is last 
reported to be working as an engineer with an oil company 
in Toronto. 
KOLBER, T. S. - Box 999, Westlock, Alberta. The Reverend 
has blessed us with the information for this write-up. Much 
thanks goes to him for his interest. 
LUNDLIE, M. O. L. - 990 Portsmouth Ave., Kingston, 
Ont. Marshall is a lecturer in the Dept. of French at Queen 's. 
He and Lise have a boy, Gregory. 
MC MilLAN, K. W. -73 orgroveCrescent, Weston, Ont. 
Ken is a design engineer for Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. 
He and Betty have two children, David (9) and Deborah (7). 

MC CRIMMON, K. G. - 421 Sqdn in Baden-Sollingen, 
Germany. 
MARCHANT, W. T. - HMCS Stadacona, Halifax, N.S. 
Operations School. Two children. 
MEEK, G. R. - First Lieutenant of an RN submarine 
working out of Plymouth, Devon. Four children. 
MILLER, D. S. -Ghana Military Academy and Training 
School, Teshie, Accra. Gus is an exchange officer here, along 
with three other Royal Roads Ex-eadets. He has submitted 
us an interesting article which can be found at the end of 
this section. 
PEARSON, D. F. - 784 Claremont Ave, RR 2, Royal Oak, 
B. C. Don is Research Assistant for the Dept. of Lands and 
Forests, Victoria. He and Anne have two children, Douglas 
(6) and Patricia (3). 
PEERS, J. M. - At sea as Squadron Weapons Officer. 
One child. 
ROWSE, A. W. - Diving School Esquimalt. Three children. 
Art has been doing wonders on the coast telling little children 
about the dangers of old explosives. 
SHEPHERD, P. G. - 3371 Highiand Blvd., N. Vancouver. 
George is a Civ Eng with Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd. and is 
enjoying life as an unattached male. 
SIMMONS, T. G. - 23 Grafton Drive, Calgary, Tom is 
a Landman for Shell Oil. He and Verna have two boys, 
Jeffrey (8), and Britt (6). 
SOSNKOWSKI, J. N. - Flying out of HMCS Shearwater. 
Single. 
SOULE, M. M. - 2888 Crescentview Drive, N. Vancouver. 
Mark is a Barrister and Solicitor with the Firm of Campney, 
Owen and Murphy of Vancouver. He and Betty have one 
girl, Gwyneth (4). 
TRAVES, P. J. A. -Naval Headquarters, in missile work. 
Two children. 
WADDINGTON, W. H. - 2206 St. Foy Road, Quebec 
10, P.Q. Bill is a representative for Texaco Canada Ltd. 
and is still single. 
WHITE, M. A. J. - CAPO 5055, Zweibrucken, Germany. 
Mo is married and has three girls. 
WILLSHER, J. M. - 199 Cardiff Drive, Calgary, Alberta. 
John is Assistant to the General Manager Canadian Western 
Natural Gas Co. Ltd., Calgary, Alberta. Married , two 
children (4 and 7). 
YOUNG, J. D. - 44 Bedale Drive, Ottawa 14, Ontario. 
Derrick graduated from the University of Michigan last 
spring, and has been an Engineer with the RCAF, AFHQ, 
Ottawa since September of '63. Married with three children. 

Class of '54 

by Paul Manson 

During the past year the Class of '54 was saddened to learn 
of the deaths of two of its members BOB BURNIE and 
DICK BETHELL. We have suffered a tragic loss, for these 
were two of the finest fellows one could hope to meet. Those 
of us who remain will long remember them, especially for 
their contribution to the magnificent class spirit which was 
engendered during our two years together at Royal Roads. 
On a happier note, the following items concerning various 
members of the class may be of interest. 
ARCH IE BROWN - after completing Army Staff College, 
has returned to Germany, thistimetotakeup a staff position 
with CIFG HQ at Soest. GORD BALE - has received a 

scholarship and is now in England to study international 
law. Prior to going overseas, Gord articled in Vancouver. 
BOB DE JONG-iswith the Henry Morgan Co. in Toronto, 
and expects to be moving to Winnipeg before long. Also in 
Winnipeg is PAUL MOODY -about whom there is one 
simple, stariling tidbit - he's married! 
LEN CREELMAN - has been transferred to CARDE, at 
Valcartier, P. Q. , where he is presumably playing with 
explosives. JACK FOURNIER - is a staff instructor at the 
Air Navigation School in Winnipeg. BILL FRASER - cut 
short his tour of duty as an aerobatic ace (the Red Knight) 
to become Aide to Air Marshal Bradshaw, the AOC of 
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1 Air Division in Europe. 
NORM FREEMAN and PAUL MANSON - are both at 
AFQQ in Ottawa, and both have been promoted recently. 
Paul and HAL GRAHAM attended the Aerospace Systems 
Course in Winnipeg last year; Hal stayed on after graduation 
to become a member of the Central Navigation School staff, 
possibly because the government couldn't afford to move 
his family of seven. 
DAVE HOOK and BILL (BONGO) JOHNSTON - are 
both in the instruction business these days as well; Dave is 
at the CFlOl Voodoo OTUat Bagolvilleand Bill is lecturing 
in construction engineering at RCAF Station Centralia. 
JERRY MURPHY - shows promise of becoming the first 
politician in the class (an honour which most assumed would 
go to CHARLIE OLSON); Jerry is working on his Ph.D. in 
Political Science at the U of A. Upon completion, he hopes 
to lecture in that subject. 
ROGER NEILL, BUD RUD and JACK RYMER - are all 
with the Air Division in Europe, at 4 Wing, 3 Wing and 1 
Wing respectively. Bud and Jack spent three months at Staff 
School in Toronto last Fall. 
FRANK NORMAN - is seen around the halls of Army HQ 
occasionally. ART WADE - after attending the Imperial 
Staff College in England, has moved to Kingston, where he 

joins FRANK CHAMPION-DEMERS - at Area HQ. Also 
in Kingston is ARCHIE BEARE - who is at the Army 
Staff College. Another Army stalwart, MURRAY STEWART 
- is with AEEE in Ottawa. 
Moving on now to a somewhat larger organization, IBM 
has claimed the services of STEVE OAKS (in Ottawa) and 
FRED SIMPKIN (in Toronto). Fred has recently been 
promoted to supervisor. 
Rumour has it that RP SMITH is doing very well with the 
Treasury Board in Ottawa, while SUGI SUGIMOTO is 
looking after Bomarcs at Lamacaza, in the wilds north 
of the Capital. 
Another middle-aged student, EARL FLETCHER, is study
ing engineering at Waterloo College. FRED GUNTER is 
still a high school teacher in North Bay and TOM CROlL, 
when last heard from, was trotting across the globe, pre
sumably for pleasure. 
J. BROWN - now a Lieutenant, Engineer Officer Designate, 
HMCS Saguenay, lives in Victoria and told us that R. T. 
MACE - Lt. RCN, can be found as E.O. DESIGNATE 
HMCS ANNAPOLIS. 
W. S. LAIDLAW- Distribution Designer for B.C. Hydro 
and Power in Vancouver. He is married and has one girl. 

Class of '56 
by J. Wood and M. Thorn 

4127 JOHN "ACE" ALEXANDER - working for Com
puting Devices of Canada Ltd., Ottawa. 
4163 DAN A L LOTT - with Electronics Division of Canadian 
Westinghouse, Hamilton. 
4154 JOHN ANNARD - Captain in the Canadian Guards. 
4129 GERRY BETHELL - Business Publication Editor, 
Toronto. 
3884 RON BENNIL - RCN, at UBC for his degree. 
4290 ERNIE BOOTH - flying helicopters with CEPE, 
Ottawa. 
4263 LOU BYER - PPCLI, Edmonton. 
4153 ED COOKE - Engineering with Canadian Westing
house in Hamilton. 
4115 ROBIN CORNElL - HMCS CHA UDIERE, Halifax. 
3910 PAT CROFTON - HMCS TERRA NOVA, Halifax. 
4203 CLIFF CROW - HMCS GRILSE, EsqulmalL 
4282 BOB DALLISON - Canadian Army in Ghana. 
4271 BILL DRAPER - HMCS STADACONA, Halifax. 
4245 BARRY FRANKLIN - Canadian Westinghouse, 
Hamilton. 
4109 DONALD FRASER - practising law in Ottawa. 
4188 ROD GILLARD - HMCS GRILSE, Esquimalt. 
4193 LEN HAENNI - RCAF, Ottawa. 

4186 GEORGE HERBERT - RCAF, British Empire Test 
Pilots' School, England. 
4117 GEORGE JACKSON - HMCS STE THERESE, 
Esqulmalt. 
4201 CHARLIE KEMP- RCAF HQ, Ottawa. 
4155 GEORGE KINLOD - back to school at Queen's, 
Kingston. 
4124 MIKE LAMBERT - Naval Technical School, Esqui
malt. 
4181 DENNY LESLIE - RCAF, North Bay, Ontario. 
3966 BILL MC MESTER - Black Watch in Germany. 
4236 JOCK MULGREW - HMCS SHEARWATER, Dart
mouth, N.S. 
4122 BOB SALMON - teaching school, Ottawa. 
4189 WALLY SLIPCHENHO - back to school at Univer
sity of Manitoba, Winnipeg. 
4104 MURRY THOM - assistant prof at Royal Roads. 
4123 JOHN TYNAN - RCN HQ, Ottawa. 
4177 VIC UJIMOTO - University of Japan. 
4215 DON WALLACE - Army Staff College, Kingston. 
4252 HOWIE WHEATLY - AHQ, Ottawa. 

JIM WOOD - Squadron Commander, Royal Roads. 

Class of '59 

by L. Gibbon 

The Royal Roads Class of '59 has spread much wider since 
the last report in "The Log". Furthermore, as this marks 
the fifth anniversary of the graduation, some of the class 
are leaving the services for greener and more distant pastures. 
Let's have a look at the brief biographies which follow in 
order to see just how our old classmates are getting along: 
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DON ANDERSON - is busy navigating Argus flights for 
415 Sqn out of Summers ide, PEl, but not too busy to raise 
two kids and eat oysters. 
PHIL ANTONSEN - is at Shearwater with VS-880, we've 
been told. Reports indicate that he handles Trackers from 
the right seat. He and Wendy have a daughter. JOHN 
BERNARD - writes to tell us he has two children now and 



is "second dickey on 405 Sqn's thousand-eyed monsters". 
Seems to enjoy his "training" flights to Gibralter. 
JOHN BUCHAN - We have to move even further east to 
locate John who is in Germany with 2 RHC. John is con
vinced we live in a small world, as he met RALPH SYKES 
and NORM INGLIS - in a night club in Tangiers while 
the fleet was in GibraIter. Still single with no intentions of 
terminating his freedom. John is a career officer staying 
with the Army. 
MIKE CAVANAGH - I am told, is married and living 
in Victoria but have no further facts on him. Rumour has 
it he's getting out of the service. 
BY CLARK - makes his home in North Bay and is on a 
first name basis with the Minister from all his ex perience 
as commander of the guard of honour. 
TED COOK - has just returned from a honeymoon in 
San Juan, Puerto Rico to go back to his work as a chopper 
pilot at Shearwater. Intends to apply for a PC as a career 
officer. Besides flying, Ted occupies himself as a diving 
officer and member of the Nova Scotia championship winning 
rugger team. His letter also indicates he is learning to type! 
BOB CRAIG - seems to be having himself a ball as the 
debonaire man about town. Single of course, Bob returned 
from a year of wowing the German Girls to chase the 
Canadian variety in Victoria with his new Pontiac. He says 
of Victoria, tIThe women are still numerous and lovable". 
He told me a while ago he was considering seriously a 
move back to civy street. 
DICK " HOOP" CRANE - makes his home on the west 
coast. He serves aboard the HMCS MARGAREE and is 
married but I have no more details on his activities and 
plans. 
GEORGE DALLEY - was last heard of in Toronto in a 
sales job, but I was unable to track him down. He is married. 
GRAHAM DALLIMORE - is an assistant department head 
with Swift's in Toronto. Graham graduated from Queen 's 
(Arts '61) and married Sheila McDiarmid of Oak Bay that 
fall. They have one son and live in Weston. Graham keeps 
busy with an extension course in business from U of T. 
BOB DODDS - graduated, cum laude, in Civil Engineering 
from U of T in 1962. Besides studying, Bob boxed for the 
university and played intercollegiate rugger. After a year with 
a consulting engineer Bob has returned to U of T on a 
National Research Council grant to take postgraduate work 
in Soil Mechanics. He is still single. We all wish him the 
very best. 
TONY DOWNS - has been travelling extensively since 
graduation as a CE officer with #ICEU, Calgary, now 
moved to Winnipeg. He and Jane have a young daughter. 
STU ELDER - has served with the RCR at Camp Ipper
wash and Wolseley Barracks since graduation. Heis married 
and will be leaving London for Ottawa this fall when he 
leaves the Army. He plans to teach at Medcalfe High School 
15 miles from Ottawa. 
" El\SY ED" EXLEY - is with the RCD in Camp Gage
town. Promoted to Captain as 1 May 64, Ed is married 
and they have a dog but no children. Ed expects a posting 
in the fall. He also is planning a trip to Kingston in Septem
ber to act as best man for yours truly. Though looking at 
civy street, Ed will probably stay in the Army. 
DON FALLON - is a Calgarian now as he serves with 
the Strathconas. Assumed to be still single, Iittie has been 
heard of Don's recent antics. 
LARRY GIBBON - writes this report and doesn't know 
what to say about himself except that he is an RO with 
435 Sqn's C1l9 boxcars and a part time CE officer. I 
plan to be married in September and bring Susan back 
to Edmonton. Plan to become a "ground-pounder" Tech! 
Tel officer at the earliest possible date. Will be in the services 
as far as I can see. 
MARCEL GILBERT - is also engaged to a Kingston 
girl - commutes from Trenton where he is a navigator on 
North Stars. He spends a lot of time shuttiing around 
Europe with passengers and freight for Pisa and EI Arish. 
EARLE GASKI - is happily single at Greenwood where 
he hides in the back of an Argus on patrols over the Atlantic. 
No firm plans of the future. 
DA VE GOWDY - checked in from RAF Station Old Sa rum 
near Salisbury, England where he is taking lessons from 
RAF Transport Command on loading aircraft. He has 

served with the Queen's Own Buffs and is now with the 
Green Jackets as the former regiment took off from British 
Guiana without him. Dave married Phoebe Rayner in August, 
1963 and they are enjoying their extended honeymoon in 
England. 
GWYN " GRIFF" GRIFFITH - has served as an AE 
officer at Chatham, N.B. most of the time since graduation 
taking time out to travel to California. He has also had 
relief from confinement in being sent to ROS at Centralia 
and we understand he is off to Ottawa to AMC HQ this 
summer. Still enjoying his bachelorhood. 
MERLE GROTT - is married with one daughter and is 
living in Winnipeg where he is statloned with 3 RCHA. 
Merle intends to leave the Army to teach high school in 
Ontario come September. 
WAYNE HAMMOND - makes his home in Winnipeg too, 
where he is with 3 RCHA. Married (Vivi); they have two 
children. He intends to go back to university in September 
1965 for his MSc in engineering and is taking courses part 
time now. 
DENNY HOPKINS - has been a Captain since last fall. 
He is married with one child on the ramp and one in the 
hanger. Possibillty of twins this fall. He is with the Lord 
Strathcona's Horse and intends to stay in the Army. No 
prospects for a transfer yet. 
DON HARRIS - reports his whereabouts as Calgary where 
he serves with the QOR of C as adjutant with his captaincy 
by this time. "Daddy" is married with a young daughter, 
Susan, now nearly two years old. So far Von intends to 
stay in the Army as no opportunities elsewhere have been 
uncovered. 
GORD HAWKINS - wrote to me from the Bay of Bengal 
where he was cruising aboard HMCS MACKENZIE of 
the west coast fleet. Making his home in Victoria, Gord has 
been married for a year, but he and Daphne report no off
spring. Gord plans to spend a year at the University of 
Victoria, then become a high school teacher. 
NORM INGLIS - was last seen in Tangiers from where 
my correspondent informs me he was enjoying the scenery. 
Norm married Jean a while back and they live in Halifax 
where Norm is driving Trackers off the Bonnie. Under
stand he intends to stay in the Navy. 

RUDY KNVACS - has disappeared without a trace. Can 
anybody help? 
DICK KUNTZ - is a navigator on Neptunes for 407 Sqn 
in Comox. Married, Dick seems happy on the west coast 
and intends to stay in the services. 
JERRY KOELLER - is planning an Army career with 
the Strathconas from whom he rides horses and is mess 
secretary. Married, Jerry and Joan have a son, Richard. 
Hasn't said whether or not he intends to enter the Calgary 
Stampede with his horses. 
MARC LANDRY - enjoys his bachelorhood. He reports 
from 404 Sqn, Greenwood that he is an Argus navigator 
who has had his share of trips overseas. Marc still enjoys 
sports. He intends to stay with the Air Force. 
DAVE LIGHTBURN - is married and serving with the 
Dragoons in Gagetown. Just completed a course in Camp 
Borden and seems intent on staying in the Army. 
EARL LYTLE - seems to be a confirmed bachelor serving 
with 3 RCHA in Winnipeg. Rumour has it Earl is considering 
leaving the Army. May not be getting enough sleep! 
BOB "DIGGER" MAC DONALD - reports from the RCAC 
School in Camp Borden. Still single, Digger has not given 
any hint of his future plans. He has his wings but seems to 
be spending his time instructing recruits. 

BOYD MARSHALL - obtained his B.Comm from U of A 
and is assistant manager of a branch of the Royal Bank 
in Calgary. Boyd is reported to be doing well and is still 
single. 
SYD MONEY - sends his regards from North Bay where 
he is Nuclear Safety Officer for 446 Sqn (he polishes war
heads). Syd has had two interesting courses in the USA 
to qualify for his present position. Married, he reports none 
child on the launching pad" and happy is his job. He has 
an eye open for a well paid job on civy street and could be 
lured from the service. 
BOB MUNDAY - is in the Navy again as an acting 
Lieutenant aboard HMC CRESCENT and hopes to make 
a career of the service. He has had interesting experiences 
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since leaving RMC as he has attended UWO, taught high 
school, instructed UNTD cadets, explored the Arctic and 
cruised the Atlantic. Still single, Boh has had a most varied 
career so far. 
KEN PARKES - last heard of headed for Germany bur 
not any other reports available. 
AL PARNETTA - has been lost for the present and any 
details of his activities would be appreciated. 
AL PC HAJEK - is still single and is stationed at Pagua 
River, Ontario as a Supply Officer. He intends to leave the 
service to take an MA in Politics with an eye to a career 
in Trade and Commerce or Politics. 
JON PELLOW - is in Rivers where he is in training as 
a chopper pilot. He married Dot a while back and they 
have a son Marc. Jon plans a career as a QOR officer flying 
or something as romantic in civy street. Jon just proved his 
outdoor abillties on ihe RCAF survival course here at 
Namao. 
MIKE PETER - has been lost and any news would be 
appreciated. 
DAVE "PUSSYCAT" PORTER - checked in from Comox 
where he bashes a key as an RO an Neptunes for 407 Sqn. 
Dave and his wife, Carol, have a son, Christopher, who is 
supposed to be as handsome, talented, and intelligent as his 
old man. Dave is still bitter about his charges at RR but he 
is happier now and intends to stay in the Air Force. 
GERRY SAUNDERS - was flying Swords at Marville until 
last faJ] but has been lost since his return to Canada. Still 
single at last report. 
STAN SHEPHERD - believed to be an instructor on 

Harvards at Penhold. 
MIKE SULLIVAN - fmally escaped from Winnipeg and 
off to Germany with ihe 2 RCDA. He is rumoured to be 
engaged over there. 0 word on his career intentions. 
DON "SUDS" SUTHERLAND - reported married and 
serving aboard HMCS NEW GLASGOW. He and Ann 
live in Victoria. 
RALPH SYKES - is married and living in Halifax. A 
pilot, Ralph intends to leave the Navy this spring to study 
law at Dalhousie. Don't know if he and Barbara have any 
little ones as yet. 
BOB "TEX" THOMAS - and his wife, Bonnie? live in 
Victoria, Tex serves aboard HMCS MARGAREE. 
VIC THOMAS - is reported to be at Beaverlodge as a 
tech-tel officer. He and his wife have a son, Scott. 
DAVE THOMSON - has had a varied list of jobs as 
instructor, various regimental duties and now ADC to Major 
General Kitching at Oakville, Ontario. He and Vicki have 
a daughter and plan a big family. He too is helping me 
to get married off Come September. 
GLEN VARDY - has had a tour in Germany and is now 
wiih the QOR's in Victoria. Still single, Glen plans to leave 
ihe Army. 
HERBE WIDDIFIELD - is still here in Edmonton wiih 
ihe PPCLI. From time to time he jumps out of servicable 
aircraft. He was still single when I last saw him. 
It is with deep remorse that we note the passing of one of 
our classmates, 5293 DAVID CHARLES SMITH of Calgary, 
Alberta. 

Class of '61 
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BURTNICK, S. I. - Sid is wiih Tech/Tel, RCAF Stn St. 
Armstrong. He is still single and may be reached at Box 
306, Candra, Sask. 
DIXON, J. W. -Dixisasystemsengineer wiih international 
Business Machines in Toronto. He is still "very single". 
At present he is working on a private pilot's license. 
GEDDIE, L. R. - PAdO, RCAF Stn Rivers, Man. He re
mains single and his sense of humour intact. 
GEE, T. W. - HMCS SHEARWATER, Halifax, N.S. 
Tommy is pilot traitting at CJATC, Rivers, Man. until 
May. After this he will be training on Trackers at Shear
water. He is married and has a baby on the way. 
GOTTLIE, B. C. - RCAF Stn Sioux Lookout, Ont. Carl 
is presently a Tech/Tel in Data Monitor Control Centre 
at ihe radar station here. He is still single. 
HUNTER, J. A. - Radio Officer at the Trenton Transport 
Command. He is still single. 
MAC DONALD, J. A. - presently OMCC at the Radar 
Base, Sioux Lookout, Ontario. On being single he comments, 
"Hurrah! Whee! Yah!" 
RAMSDEN, D. E. - RCAF Stn Puntzi Mountain, B.C. 
Doug's present occupations include: Head of Radio station 
CFPM, STel00, ECCMO, CSO, Secretary Officers' Mess, 

and Rep for Servicemen's Auto Club. He is still single, ihe 
reason being, linD women here". 
ROBERTS, R. J. - Uttiversity of Alberta, Edmonton. Dick 
is single and is a candidate fo r MSc (Math) at ihe U of A. 
SErnERT, G. H. - Tanquay Fiord,c/oAtlasAviation Ltd., 
4630 Mariette Ave, Montreal 29, P.Q. Gerald is a physical 
oceanographer and a potential graduate of Sir George 
Williams University. He is still single. 
SISKA, M. - Apt 406 Georgean Towers, 2391 Portage Ave., 
Winttipeg 12, Man. Mike is a flying at #1CEV RCAF Stn 
Winttipeg and has recently been transferred from Calgary. 
Married. 
SMITH, I. R. - 2903 9th Ave., N.W. Calgary. Smitty 
graduated (we hope) from U of A this May and is going 
to work for Montreal engineering. Married. 
STAPLES, L. J. - RCAF Stn Trenton, Ont. Radio Officer/ 
Air Transport Command, North Star Flight, Trenton. He is 
engaged to Dixie. 
TOOVEY, K. S. - 1 RCHA, Gagetown, N.B. He is married 
and will have a family in July. 
VERMEERSCH, L. - RCAF Stn Summerside, PEL Louie 
is an Aircraft Engineering Support Officer and is still single. 



Federation Military College 

Sungei Besi, Selangor 

Malaysia 

"The Federation Military College has been established with the object of preparing young 
Malaysians to take their places as officers in the Armed Forces and as leaders in the 
professional, commercial and industrial life of the country". . . Opening paragraph 

of the College Charter 

During the recent Far East cruise of ships of the Second Canadian Escort Squadron, Ex-cadets of Canada's Services Colleges 
enjoyed a tour of Malaysia's Federation Military College (F.M.C.). 

The College is situated on an excellent 150acre site, near Sungei Besi, 10 miles from Kuala Lumpur, the capital of the Federated 
States of Malaysia. 

The Cadet Wing 

We arrived at the Administration building late in the forenoon of a 
hot, sultry day in February to be met by the Commandant, Lieutenant 
Colonel Pearson and the Director of Studies. 

After introductory remarks as to the aims, organization, and achieve
ments of the College by both the Commandant and Director of Studies, 
our tour began. In his talk, the Commandant stressed the following 
points: Malaysia is peopled by three main races: Malays, Indians, 
and Chinese. Three races mean three different languages, religions, 
customs, and even meals - to be observed throughout the country 
and especially at the College itself. One would think there might be 
conflict, but the three races live together and work together in perfect 
harmony, trying to build a better and more prosperous country. To 
those of us familiar with the American Negro problem or our own 
French-Canadian problem, this seemed incredible. On this basis 
Malaysian prosperity is assured. 

My first impressions were of functional, modern buildings and facilities, 
well laid-out sports fields and parade squares framed by high hills 
behind, a lake in front and the growing city of Kuala Lumpur in the 
distance. 

The College's two aims, as stated in their charter, are fulfilled through 
the separate entities of the Cadet Wing and the Boys Wing. 

As in the Canservcol program, young men are trained as Officer Cadets to become officers in Malaysia's Armed Forces. The 
Cadet Wing is basically the size and structure of the first year entry at Royal Roads (120 cadets) and a similar selection system 
is used. 

The applicant must be a Federal Citizen, be over 17 years 6 months, but less than 21 year of age, and be medically fit for his 
Service. He must possess at least Division 11 in the Cambridge Overseas School Certificate or Federation of Malaysia Certificate 
with credit in English Language. A prerequisite is a qualification in the National Language (Malay) for all non-Malay candi
dates. 

Selection tests are given by a services team in the fall, and final selection is made prior to January by the Services Selection 
Board after the Cambridge/Federation examination results are published. Selection is rigorous and limited. To use a well-worn 
phrase, many are called but few are chosen. 

University Cadetships 

University Cadetships for professional subjects such as engineering, medicine, and dentistry are offered to applicants who possess 
the Cambridge Higher School Certificate (average Grade 3) and this plan closely parallels the Regular Officer Training Plan, 
but the similarity ends here. 
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In general the University Cadet stays one year 5 months at the College while the Officer Cadet stays for 2 years. After his 
F.M.C. time, the University Cadet enrols at the University of Malaya (at Kuala Lumpur) or the University of Singapore and 
completes his university degree. Applicants with a university degree may also join the Services directly. 

Officer cadets spend 60% of their time in professional training and 40% in education training to the Cambridge Higher School 
Certificate level. 

Officer Cadets are classed as professional members of the Armed Forces and are considered to be of university status while 
attending the F. M. C. The applicant chooses his Service and in some cases the branch of that Service and on graduations he is 
qualified for his Permanent Commission. 

In his first year, he is paid approximately $80 Canadian a month and in his second year $90 a month. He is given lodging, 
uniform, food, medical care and travel. His pay is entirely for his own private use. 

Army Officer Cadets are commissioned as Second- Lieutenants and proceed to further Army training at Fort Dickson on the west 
coast. Navy Officer Cadets remain at the college for two terms only and then proceed to Royal Naval College, Dartmouth from 
which they are commissioned as Acting Sub- Lieutenants after the two year period. Air Force Officer Cadets are commissioned as 
Pilot Officers and are sent for specialist training as pilots, navigators, or ground crew at Royal Malaysian Air Force Schools. 

The Boys' Wing 

The Boys Wing is entirely separate from the Cadet Wing both in purpose and organization and is a unique facet of the F.M.C. 
The two wings are actually physically separated by being built on different plateaus, having separate accommodation and 
facilities. 

The Boys Wing is a government boarding school giving education to selected youths, beginning at about age II, to prepare 
them for: 

entry into the cadet wing; 
entry to the University as a prelude to a civilian profession; 
or for entry to other educational or training establishments before joining the commerce or industry of the country. 

Here 300 boys of the three races work towards their Cambridge or Federation of Malaysia Certificates or later the Higher 
School Certificate in their own Wing. 

They are encouraged to participate in leadership and sports activities to develop self-<:onfidence, self-discipline, and an ability 
to lead. 

These two objectives are most important in the 
young country of Malaysia where so few youths 
have an opportunity to obtain a good basic 
education. Selection for the Boys Wing is as 
rigorous as that for the Cadet Wing, and 
entrance assures one of the best possible ac
ademic training. 

During their four or five years in the Boys 
Wing, the boys live in groups of forty called 
companies, each company being under the 
supervision of a faculty member. The Boys 
regulate themselves under appointed Under 
Officers and Senior Boys. They have excellent 
accommodation, modern classrooms, an air
conditioned library, and the best laboratory 
facilities in which to learn and develop their 
skills. 

Voluntary expeditions are conducted during the 
Government holidays, term breaks, and at 
annual camp in the summer. Boys have leave 
on Sundays by special request of their Com
pany Officers and an adequate period of annual 
leave. While at school they are diligent in 
their studies and use every spare moment for 
extra research and lesson preparation. 
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The boys are extremely well-<:ared for med
ically, are well-fed (each race being provided 
with its own special foods), welklothed, and 
are given considerable opportunity to develop 
keen minds and active bodies. 

As in the Cadet Wing all costs are borne by 
the government. 



To be a graduate of the F.M.C. is to have the prestige and academic background second to none among your Malaysian 
contemporaries. Graduates of both wings are to be found in ever increasing numbers in public life, industry and the Armed 
Forces. 
Expansion is the key word in Malaysia today and great strides have been made in education and social development to aid 
this expansion. 
Industrial expansion is most evident in the Jurong area near Singapore and at Petaling Jaya, the satellite city of Kuala Lumpur. 
Development like this demands education and training of the country's youth. By its existence, the Boys Wing of the College is 
contributing part of the nucleus required for the future. 
Defence also is of primary importance to a country surrounded by the Communist influence. Malaysia has been termed by 
world statesmen as a "Bastion of democracy against the encroachment of Communism in the Far East". Malaysian Armed 
Forces, though small, have contributed to United Nations peace-keeping forces, and at present are engaged in a bitter struggle 
against Indonesian infiltrators in the Sarawak and Nor th Borneo jungles. Federation Military College graduates, educated, 
nurtured, and inspired by the proud young traditions of their college, are proving its motto - "Serve to Lead". 

#5263 R. G. Hawkins 

Compliment8 of 

Gordon Campbell Ltd. 

91 3 DOUGLAS STREET 
VICTORIA, B.C. 

Makers of 

UNIFORMS AND 
CIVILIAN SUITS 

BRANCH OFFICE: GORDON'S LTD. 

1819 QUEBEC STREET 
VANCOUVER, B.C. 
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